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ABST RACT
The formulation and implementation o f a mass-weighted upwind-based cont ro l
volume finite element method (C VF E)"I) for steady. two-dimensional. viscous com-
pressib le internal 80""5is repo rted in this thesis . In the development of this method.
a CVFE),I for steady. quas i-one-d imensionaJ. viscous compressible Bows was also
formu lated. T he proposed me thod is a coloc ated. shock capt uring form ulat ion .
Polygonal control volumes are construc ted arou nd each node in the finite-element
mesh, and discretized forms of the governing equations are obtained by deriving al-
gebraic approximat ions to integr al conse rvation equations for each contro l volume.
The proposed methods are form ulat ed using the velocity com ponents, pressur e,
and tempera tu re as the depend ent varia bles: density is calculated. from an eq uat ion
of stat e. Linear interpo la tion is applied to pressu re and diffused scalars . and a mass
weighted up wind function is ap p lied to tbe convec ted scal ars. An interpolation
functio n incorporating a pseudo-veloci ty and a pressure gra dient is usedto represent
mass conserving velocities ; this allows the development of a ccloceted method. valid
for compressible Sows. The disc retized forms of the governing equations are solved
using an it erat ive algorithm. In this algorithm, linearized forms of the disc:retized
momen tum and continuity equat ions are solved in a segreg a ted manner by using a
t rid iagonal ma trix algorithm.
The proposed Quasi-one- and two-d imensional CV FE M's are applied to several
inviscid an d viscous compressible fluid flow problems , and the so lutio ns generat ed
ate compar ed wit h theoret ical, num erical , a nd experimen ta l results avai lable in
the litera ture. T his com parison shows that tb e prop osed CVF EM's can generate
solutio ns t ba t are in agreement wi t h th e expec ted physical beh aviour of some com-
pressible flows and with the availab le results . T he results suggest furt her research
is required in the evaluation and enhancement of the mess-weighted interpolation
functions currently used. however. as tbe shock smeari ng in the pro posed method
is excessive . and the accuracy of solution is not sat isfact ory.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Aims and Motivation of the Thesis
The primary purpose of th is thesis is to develop a mass-weighted upwind-based
Control Volume Fin ite Element Metho d (CVFEM) for steady, two-dim ensional,
viscous comp ressible intern al fiuid Bow prob lems . T he method will be valid for
use over a wide range of Mach numbers, from subso nic to supersoni c flow speeds.
T he proposed met hod is tbe result of an effort to enhance the capab ilit ies of some
of the ea rlie r CVFE:\t['s [I l-{I31developed for two-dimensional compressible and / or
incompressib le Bows. The pro posed CVFEM is developed from the works of Hookey
[91and Saabes [101. Th e secondary goal of this thesis is to tes t the "mass weighted "
interpolation function proposed by Schneider and Raw {I l l and implemented. late r
by Saa bas [101in the context of compressible flows.
The computer simu lation of the Bows of inte rest requires: (1) a mathematical
mode l of the physical problem, which in its general form . includes pa rtial different ial
equa tions and boundary condi tions that govern the d ist r ibut ion of the unknown
depe ndent variables in the regio n of interes t ; (2) a nume rical met hod for the so lution
of the mathematical mode l in regu lar- and irregu lar-shaped calc ulatio n domains;
and (3) a computer implementat ion of the numerical me th od. Th e mathematical
mode l in conjunction wit h a given numerica l solution procedure is re ferred to as
a numerical model. In this thesis . emphasis is placed on t he development of a
nume rical solu tio n proced ure. Th e mathematical mod el used is not new. Briefly.
it assumes the fluid is an idea l gas that is compressible and Xewtonian. a nd the
two-dimensional Nevter-Stokes equations an d the continui ty equation govern the
motion of the fluid .
Th e CVFE:\rI pro posed in this t hesis employs t hree-node t riangular elements to
discretize two-dimensional calcul a t ion domains. Each element is fur t her d iscret ized
in such a way that up on assemb ly of all elements. cont ro l volumes are form ed
around each node in the calc ulat ion doma in. Element -based interpolation functions
for the depen dent vari ab les and the subdomain-type Metho d of Weighted Residu-
als (MWR ) is used to derive algebraic approximat ions to the governing equations.
In conventional finite element met hods (FE).I's), tbe Gale rkin method of weighted
residuals is used . where t he weight ing and inte rpol a tion funct ions are equ ivale nt .
In CVFE~I's , however, for each node in the calc ulation domain. the weighting func-
tio n is set equal to one over a suitably chosen cont rol volume associated wit h the
node , and zero elsew here. Control volume finite element met hods for fluid flow and
heat transfer , t herefore, involve t he imposition of physical conserva t ion prin ciples
on finite cont ro l volumes in the calculation doma in. which ma kes them amenable
to easy phys ical interpretation , and their solutions sa tisfy globa l co nserva t ion re-
quirements , even for coarse grids .
Th e proposed method is restricted to th e solut ion of ste ady two-dimension al
Bows, however , its basic form ulat ion can be exten ded to unstea dy flows using the
procedu res descri bed in [14]. In add ition. extensions to three-d imens iona l pro blems
can be perform ed by incor porating the ideas from the CVFEM proposed. by Saa bas
[IOj. In th e formul at ion of the proposed CVFEM, the fluid is ass umed. to be a
perfect gas wit h constan t specific heat . Althou gh rea listic comp ressible Bows are
usually tu rbu lent . the proposed CVFE~[ has been developed in the context of the
well understoo d physical behaviour of laminar Newtonian fiuid Bows . mainly to
facilitate t he fonnulation. implementa t ion. and testi ng of the proposed method .
The CVFE~{,s in [l l-{13] are conservative' : th eir formu lations ensure ccnserva-
tion of the appropriate scalar vari ables ever contiguous and non-over lapping control
vo lum es. and consis te nt calculation of fluxes across t he boundaries of the control
volumes. which togeth er ensure conserva tio n of the appropriate dependent variab les
over the cont rol volume and the calculation domain (221. The proposed CVFE).t
which is an extension of those in [IJ-[13J, is also conserva tive. In addition . it may
be classified as a shock captu ring or smeari ng met hod : all discontin uities. such as
shocks, are auto matically captured by the metho d, but these discontinuities are
smeared over severa l grid points. Disconti nuous or extremel y rapid changes in the
dependent variab les are approximated by finite gradi ents . The degree of smeari ng
induced depends on the manner in which t he integral conserva tion is enforced. and
th e type of interp ola tion functions used . Shock capturi ng met hods are in contrast
to shock fitti ng met hods. where shocks are tr eat ed as internal boundaries in the
calculation doma in, and are. therefore , main tain ed as sharp discont inuit ies: the
Ran kiue- Hugoni or rela tions (16) and sa tis fact ion of flow compa tibility condi t ions
are used to det ermine conditions across the shock. In shock fitting methods . the
presence of shocks must be known a priori , however. shock capturing methods do
not require such knowledge, as all discontinuities wit hin the flow field are aut o-
matically captu red . T he compressible ftow CVFE~[ proposed by Hookey 19J was
also a shock ca pturi ng met hod, but emp loyed ada ptive grids to reduce the physical
lThose finite-difference schemes which main tain the discr etized version of the conservati on
sta tement exact ly (except for round-<lff'errors ) for any mesh size over an arbit rary fini te region
containing any Dumber of grid pointsare said to ha ve the COru ennilillfl propertll{30J_
sme ari ng of shocks inherent to such met hods. The proposed CVF E\J a ttempts
to ad dress problems expe rienced at incomp ressible ou tB.owboundaries when using
the CVF E).( of Hookey [91. The interpolation schemes used by Saabas (101 were
successful in avoiding these difficulties in a colocated CVF E).I for incom pressib le
Bow. T he proposed CVF E).{ will, therefo re, attempt to incorporate t he successfu l
port ion of bot h CVFE)"('s into one met hod.
Since t he proposed numerical metho d was developed in a CVFEM context. no
review will be given to th e o ther numerical met hods for comp ressible or incom-
press ible Buid Bow, for exam ple the methods deve loped in the contex t of finite-
difference methods (FDM 's ), finite-vo lume methods (FVM's) , and finite-element
methods (FEM's). A rather t horough review of these methods can be found in [91.
1.2 A Review of CVFEM's
Con trol volume finite eleme nt met hods offer a combination of the geometric flexi-
bility of finite element methods and the ease of physical int erpr etation associat ed
with finite volume meth ods . Th e formu lation of a CVFEM involves the following
steps (41 '
1. Discretization of t he calculation domain into elements , and a furth er dis-
cretization into control volumes associated with the nodes of each element .
2. Prescrip tion of appropriate element-based interpolation functions for t he de-
pe ndent variab les.
3. Derivation of discret izati on equations, which are algebraic app roximations
to t he governing di fferential equa tions. The subdomain method of weighted
resid uals is used.to de rive algeb raic forms of the integral conserva tion equation
for each control volume .
4. An eleme nt by element assembly of the discretization equation.
5. Prescription of a procedure to solve the result ing discretization equations.
The mai n featu res that disti nguish the CVFEM's that have been deve loped for
the simulation of fluid flow prob lems axe the type of discretization , interpolation.
and solution techn iques emp loyed. The choice ofinterpolation funct ion is influe nced
by the dom a in discre tization employed, as only certain functions are applicable
to the des ired equal-order (or colocared) disc retization. The following subsec tions
review the eVF EM's t hat have been developed for the simulation of incompressible
and/or compressible fluid Bows, and the types of interpolation schemes used in these
methods.
1. 2.1 CVFEM's for Fluid Flow Problems
It has been demonstrated by Patankar [14J that an unreal ist ic and checkerboard
numerical solut ion can result when a linear interpolation scheme is used for pres-
sure. Sim ilar difficulties axe also encounter ed in the discre tizatio n of the continuity
equation if both velocity and density axe interpolat ed linearly [9J. In the proposed
method, density is calcu lated using the equation of state and is expressed in terms
of pressure. To avoid unrealistic solutions , special preca utions are necessa ry if a
colocated storage scheme is to be used.
One way to avoid such difficulties in orthogonal grid FDM's is the use of stag-
gered grids to store velocity components and pressur e at different loca tions in the
calculation domain [14J. An advantage of grid staggering is that pressures are
stored at t he faces of the momentu m contro l volum es, which ensures t hat pressures
at adjace nt, not al ternate, nodes are used to evalu ate t he pressure gradients in t he
momentum equa tions . Similar ly, checkerboard de nsity and velocity fields would
be prevent ed due to the staggered storage [9J. T he limitat ions of this st aggered
sto rage are tha t two different fam ilies of control volumes are used for t he momen-
tum and continuity equa tions. and mass conserva tion is not stric tly sa tisfied o'..er
the momentu m cont rol volumes. Furt her , two different control vo lume sets lead
to tedious and complicated bookkeeping , and th ese difficult ies are compo unded in
three-di mensional 80w problems.
•-\.n unequal-order CVFE).{ for incom pressi ble flows was proposed by Baliga
and Pa tankar [I). In this method , the dom ain is first d iscret ized by six-node t ri-
angul ar elements . T hese -mac roelemects" are then divided into four t hree-node
"subelements" by joining the midpoints each side of a macroelement. Pressure is
stored at the vert ices of the macroelement s, and velocity is sto red at the vert ices
of all subelements, which results in an unequal -order scheme that avoids pressure
harmo nics in tbe solu tion. A mixed order interpolation scheme is app lied to tb is
formulation in which pressure is inte rpolated linearly in the ma croelements , and
the veloci ty components are interpo lated by Bow-oriented upwind typ e funct ions
wit hin the subelements . Polygonal cont rol volumes used to disc retize the contin u-
ity equa tion are cons truc ted around the verti ces of the macroe lements, while those
used to discretize the moment um equenoes are const ructed aro und the vert ices of
the subelements . T his formulation bas been used in conjunc t ion with SIMPLE,
SI~I P lER. and SIMP LEC [2, 6, 8}solutio n algori thms. Several disadvanta ges are
associat ed wit h thi s formu la tion, because of the use of two types of elements and
control volumes: (l) mass conservation is no t strictly satisfied over the momentum
control volumes and th e velocities at the vert ices of the macroelements do not ex-
plicitly ent er the d iscret ized continuity equation ; (2) the discretized equat ion for
pressure is quite different from that of th e other dependent varia bles and a sepa-
rate equation solver is required; (3) the two different contro l volum e sets lead. to
tedious and complicat ed bookkeeping, and t hese d ifficulties would be compounded
in three-dimensions: (-I) excessively fine grids for velocity, and thus an expe nsive
computat ion. are needed in prob lems with relatively large pressure gradients since
the velocity discretization is finer than the pressu re disc ret ization in this meth od ;
and (5) given an equal number of veloci ty nodes. an equal-order d iscret izat ion
would provide a much better approximation of bou ndary irregu larities than thi s
unequal -order formulation .
To circumvent the problems associated with the unequal-o rder storage meth -
ods, Prakasb and Patankar [31 introduced a CVFEM using an equal-orde r velocity -
pressure interpolat ion , where press ure and velocity nodes are coloca ted. \Vit hin
each element . the velocity components (when tre ated as t ransported scalars) are
interpolated using flow-oriented (F LO) upwind funct ions (withou t sou rce te rm ef-
fects), and the pressu re is interpolated linearly . The mass flow field is obtained. from
linear interpolation of a pseudo-velocity field and pressu re. The domain discretiza-
t ion again involves the formation of polygonal cont rol volumes about each node in
the calculation domain. Th e velocities in the conti nui ty equation are inte rpo lated
by using a modified form of the discrerieed momentum equation de rived for tha t
control volume. T he velocity at each node is spli t into two parts: one is a func-
tio n of tbe noda l velocities and any volumetric source term (exclud ing the pressure
gradient ): and the ot her is related to the appropriate pressure gradient over that
control volume. Consequently, at each node within the domai n , a pseudo-velocity
field and a pressure coefficient can be defined . T hese two values are then interpo-
lated linear ly withi n each element , to provide an interpolat ion scheme for tbe 'mass
conservi ng' velocities . When int erpola t ing the 'mass conservi ng' velocities with in
an element, the element pressure gradient is used in conjunc tion wit h a pressu re
coefficient. In this way, spurious harm onics in the pressure field, commonly encoun-
te red in early equal -order FEM 's are avo ided . A SIMP LER type algorithm is used
to solve the resulting discretization equat ions. This method has been exte nded to
three-dime nsions by LeDa in Muir and Baliga [15].
In an attempt to refine his previous equal-o rder method. Prakash [4] proposed a
second method. Here. the Interpo lation of v.elocity within an element is performed
using flow-oriented upwind type functions t hat include the effects of pressure grad i-
ents an d ot her source terms in the st ream direction (FLOS). The same interpola tion
function is used to derive algebraic app roximations to both the momentum and con-
tinui tyequations. It is the explicit inclusion of tbe appropriate pressure gradie nts in
the velocity interpol ation functions tb at prevents the a ppearance of spurious oscil-
lations of velocity and pressure. Pressure is interpolated linear ly. But convergence
difficulties have been reported by Prakash [4] when a SIMP LEC solut ion scheme is
applied to solve the discretized momentum and continuity equations.
Hookey and Baliga [7, 81 mod ified the interpolation functio n of Prakas h [4] to
include source term effects in directions par allel an d norma l to the mean Howwithi n
each element. Furt herm ore. t hey introduced a SIMP LEC type soluti on algorithm
in which the y derived very comp lete pressure-co rrec t ion equations [91. The resu lt-
ing pressure-correction equation. however, involved up to twenty -five neighbour-
ing nod es in two-dimensional problems, and this would make extensions to th ree-
dimensional problems im practical. In [9j, Hookey successfully reduced the number
of neighbouring nodes in the d iscretized equa t ions. T he maxi mum neighbouring
nodes for two-dimensional problems was redu ced to eight for both pressure and
velocity equation s. This met hod was, therefore, better suited for three-d imensiona l
formulations. The disc retized moment um and conti nuity equations were solved in
a coup led manne r using a Coup led Equation Line Solver (CELS ). T he CELS solves
the coupled equatio ns simultaneously along a grid line in tbe calculation domain,
and iteratively improves t he overal l solut ion by successively sweeping the doma in
line by line, in alternat ing directions, until a desired level of convergence is obtained
[91·
In [111-[131, Schneider and Raw have also p roposed an equal-order colocated
CVFEM. Based on quadrilateral elements rather than triangular elements. this
CVFE),.{ also uses different interpolation functions: linear interpolat ion is applied
to the diffusion terms. a :VIAssWeighted (?fA\-V) upwind scheme is used for con-
vection terms, and the convect ion terms in the momentum equations explicit ly
include the pressure gradients to coup le the velocity and pressu re fields to prohibit
harmonic pressure fields. The use of triangular elements is believed to be more
efficient for irregular-shaped. domains and adaptive grid methods, because triangu-
lar elements allow more freedom in the placement of nodes within the calculation
domain. Schneider and Raw used a direct banded solver for the solution of t he al-
gebraic discretization equations of two-dimensional problems. In three-dimensions,
the cost of such a solution method is prohibitive.
Combining a modified version of the ~IAW upwind scheme in triangular ele-
ments with the use of a pseudo-velocity field and the pressure gradient to define
'mass conserving' veloci t ies. Saabas [10]developed an equal-order CVFEM for the
simulation of three-dimensional tu rbulen t incompressible fluid Row. This me t hod
overcomes the problems with outflow boundaries inherent with the method devel-
oped by Hookey [91, and forms the basis for the CVFEM developed in this thes is
for the simulation of compressible Rows.
1.2 .2 Int erpolation Schemes
As discussed in the previous subsection, there are some basic considerations invo lved
in the solution of fluid How prob lems to prevent spurious solutions in colocated
CVFEM's. The equal-order CVFEM's that have been developed have used so me
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form of coupling between pressure and velocity , usually at the int erpo lat ion function
levels. to prevent solution harmonics. The devel op ment of appr opriate interpola tion
functio ns must also consider th e follo wing: (l) preve nt ion of nega tive coefficients
in the discretized equations: (2) mini m ization of false diffusion tb at arises due to
locally on e-dimensional upwinding; and (3) suitable coupling be tween velocity and
pressure to permit colocated methods. T his subsec tion discusses the interpolation
functions used in the previous CVF EM 's . and prese nts th e int erpolat ion funct ions
usedin the proposed CVFEM.
Linear interpo latio n was app lied successfully in early FDM 's for beat tr ansfer
prob lems . Bu t it gave physical ly unrealist ic oscillat ory soluti o ns for convection-
diffusion problems whe n the grid Peclet number was greater than two [141. Thi s
difficulty occurred , because linear interpola tion of the cocvecrion term gave rise
to negative coefficients in the discretization equa tions and this led to divergence.
Attempts to overcome t his difficulty led to the development of upwind difference
schemes (91.
In the CVF E" l's of Baliga et al . {il- (IO). the dependent varia bles are inter-
polated by Bow-orien ted upwind typ e funct ions. These functions eliminate the
oscillatory solutions t bat occur with linea r interpolation of conveceion terms , and
provide a more real ist ic approximatio n of the physical behaviour of the dependent
variable wit hin an element . To reduce false diffusion, wbich may be incurred when
locally one-dimeusioual upwinding is used . tbe interpolation functions are defined
with respect to a locally Sow-oriented co-ordinate system specific to each element.
These functions are derived by solving a simp lified. version of the appropriate gov-
erning equation withi n the element , written in terms of flew-oriented coordinates.
In [41, a source term was included in th e interp olat ion function to provide for a
source-related varia tion of the dependent variable in a direction parallel to the 10-
cal flow direction. In [6. i , 81, this source-related term was modified to account for
a source influence in directions both parallel and normal to the local How directio n.
The inclusion of this source term was shown to improve the quali ty of solution in
convection-diffusion problems involving sources [6, 7J.
It was found that formulat ions that included source effects, especially the pres-
sure gradient. in the element-based interpo lation functions for the convected scalar .
allow for equal-order colocated formulatio ns in flow problems [6. 7J- Thus. this ap-
proach appears attractive: the same interpo lat ion function can be used.for velocities
in the moment um and continuity equatio ns, and spurious oscillations of the pressure
or velocity fields can be avoided.
It is not necessary, however, to use t he same interpolation functions in bot h
conti nuity and moment um equations. It may act uaUy be disadvantageous to do
so. The basic philosophy when developing an interpo latio n function should be to
choose the approp riate. and physically meaningful, type of interpolation for the
terms in which the interpolated scalar appears. This was done in Prakash and
Patankar 131, where t he velocity was interpolat ed using an upwind scheme for the
convective term, and a linear scheme for the diffusion and 'ext ra viscous terms',
and the 'mass conserving ' velocity was linea rly interpolated. by a pseudo-velocity
and pressure gradient .
In t he context of qua drilateral elements, Schneider and Raw [111 introduce d a
positive-coefficient upwinding procedure, in which the coefficients tha t arise due to
the algebraic approximat ion of the convection fluxes are assured to be positive at
an element al level, and hence at a cont rol volume level. In [12J. an upwinding for-
mulation was presented that was similar in form to the positive coefficient scheme,
however, the direction ality of the flow was more closely approxima ted, reducing
false diffusion, but allowing for the appearance of some negative coefficients . For
tbe prob lems test ed. it was round that the magn itud e or the negati ve coefficients
were such that they did not pose any difficulti es. T be effects of diffusion. bot h par -
allel and norm al to the mean Bow direction, and source te rms. were also explicitly
accounted for in the interpola tion function for the convected scalar . In this method.
th e pressur e grad ients were included in the interpo la tion funct ions for velocities a t
an elemental leve l. th is interpo lation scheme al lowed for the development or an
equal-order cclocated form ulation for incompressi ble Bow problems.
In the context or t riangular elements , Prakash [51 introduced th e donor-cell
GVF EM scheme as a means or ensuring positive coefficients. This approach sta ted
tha t the value or a dependent variable convected out of a contr ol volume must
be the value or the dependent variable at the node within t he control volu me.
Altho ugh it guarantees positive coefficients, this approach takes litt le account of
the directi onality or tbe flow. and takes no account or the effects or diffusion and
source terms on the interp olation or the convected scala r. The positi ve inll.uence
coefficient scheme proposed by Schneider and Raw [Ill is a more at tra cti ve app roach
to eliminate negative coefficients. even though it involves more computations.
In this t hesis the ~lAW scheme developed by Saabas [10J will be used fe r the first
time in th e development of a CVF E),l applied to compressi ble and incompressible
flows . This interpola tion will permit the develcpmeer or a cc locared method. and
should eliminat e tbe outflow difficulties in t he CVFEM or Hookey [91 when it is
used to solve purely incompressible Row problems .
1.3 K ey Featu res in the Formulation of t he P ro-
posed CVFEM
For reasons or economy and simplicity, many ideas used in t he proposed two-
dimensional CVF EM were first tested in a quas i-one-d imensional formula tion. T he
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de rivation of both the one- and two-dimens ional CVFEM 's are prese nted in chap-
ters 2 and 3. respectively. To avoid repet it ion, the key features in both formu lations
are discussed in this sect ion. The top ics included here are as follows : ( I) choic e of
th e dependent variables; (2) t he necess ity of special procedures for the coloca ted
methods; (3) appropriate upwi nding of the dependent variab les: (4) lineari za t ion
procedures fa. the govern ing equ ations; (5) physical boundary conditions an d their
numerical implementat ion; an d (6) the solution methods used .
1.3.1 Dependent Variables
The proposed CVFE~['s are based on the so-called primitive variab les. i.e. the veloc-
ity components (u ,v), temperature (T) . an d pressure (p). The cont inuity equation
is used as an equation for pressure, the momentum equations are used to solve for
the velocity components, the ene rgy equatio n is solved for temperature. and density
is calculated from an equation of state .
1.3 .2 Colocated De pendent Variable Storage
A colocaeed sto rage is applied to all the de pendent variab les in tbe pro posed
CVFEM. To prevent spurio us harmonic solutions the How-oriented upwin d typ e
fun ction proposed by Prakash and Patan kar [3]. in which the mass How field in
each element is dete rmined from linear interpolation of pseudo-ve locity and press ure
fields , is empl oyed . The use of the pseudo-velocity and pressu re in the disc reti za-
t ion of the continuity equation provides the necessary coupling between veloci ty
and pressu re. This method was formu lated in the context of the SIM P LER sol u-
tion algorithm [14J- Saabas [10] employed a sim ilar metho d to colocated depe nde nt
variable storage in a three-dimensional incompressibte CVFEM.
1.3.3 Upwinding of the Dependent Variables
The ~lAW scheme first int roduced by Schneider and Raw [111 and later imple-
mented by Saabas [10] in the context of a triangular element CVFE~L is used as
th e interpolation form ula for the convected scalars in this thesis . .-\S previousl y
menti oned, t he evaluation of the ),[.-\W scheme in tbe context of compr essible Bows
is a secondary goal of this thesis.
1.3 .4 Linearization Procedures
In CVFEM 's, tbe discretieed forms of t he governing equat ions are obtained. by
formulat ing suitable algeb raic approximations of integral conservation statements
applied to control volumes constructed around each node in the calcula t ion domain.
In steady state problems, the conservation of a particular scalar variable requires
a balance between the net t ransport of this vari a ble out of the cont rol volume by
convection and diffusion fluxes, and the net generation of the variable within the
volume. Volume integra tion of source terms is used to determine net generat ion,
and net transport is evalua ted from the integration of convection-diffusion fluxes
over the surface of t he control volume. Th ese fluxes must be linearized in an
appropriate manner with regard to the dependent variables in order to obta in the
discretized equa tions . Th e solution to a fluid flow problem is obtai ned using an
iterative procedure in which linearized discretization equations are solved during
each iterat ion. The scheme used to linearize the mass flux is discussed in this
section.
The derivation of the discreti zed form of the continuity equation involves inte-
gration of t he mass flux . pii . over the faces of a control volume . For compressible
flows, the mass 8ux is nonlinear , and if it is linearized using densities from a previ-
ous iteration and treating velocity as t he current unknown, convergence difficult ies
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could arise . In the ste ady accele ration of a supersonic Bow th rough a di verging d uct.
when the density is init ial ly assumed constant throughout the duct , the velocity
would decrease to sa tisfy mass conservat ion. The decreased veloci ty would cause
pressure to increase through momentum considerat ions. The increased pressure
would lead to an increased dens ity, when t he equation of state is used to update
density, which when substituted into the cont inuity equation furt her reduces the
velocit y. This numerical behaviour is opposite to that of the physical flow, and
causes divergence .
Linearization of the mass Bux can also be achi eved using avai lab le velocit ies. and
treating density implicitly, or as tbe current unknown. This approach, however, is
viab le only at high su personic Bow speeds , where changes in velocity become negligi-
ble. For a stead y decele rating subsonic Bow through a dive rging d uct . if the velocity
is init ia lly assumed to be constant thro ugho ut the duct. density would decrease to
satisfy mass conservation. This change in density would ca use pressure to decrease ,
through th e equation of state . and when this dec reased pressur e is subst ituted into
the momentum equations the velocity would increase. The increas ed velocity , when
substituted into t he continuity equa tion , would furt her decrease density, and this
physically unrealist ic behaviour cont inues unt il divergence.
To overcome these difficulties, a lineari za t ion that takes into account the roles of
both dens ity and velocity in the sat isfact ion of mass conservation has to be formu-
lated. T his is accomplished by recognizing the dual role of pressure in compressible
Bows: it acts 00 both veloci ty and densi ty , through momentum and state equa-
tions , respectively, to ensure mass conservation. A sui tab le formulation involves a
full Newt on-Repbsoa linearization of the mass flux , g:
(1.1)
where, 9 is linearized.with respect to velocity, 9is linearized with respect to dens ity.
and 9 is evalua ted from availab le values of both density and velocity.
1.3 .5 Boundary Conditions
T he necessary boundary condit ions for a numerical solution of a fluid flow prob-
[em are discussed in this sectio n. Further details on the implementat ion of these
boundary conditio ns will be given in later chapters.
The boundary condit ions app lied to comp ressible flows depe nd upon t he type of
flow, subso nic or supersonic , that exists at the boundary in questio n. In this subsec-
rice, boundary conditions for inviscid subsonic and supe rsonic Bows are disc ussed
first , and then tbe boundary condi tions for viscous Bows will be presented.
Inviscid Subsonic Flows
At subsonic inflow boundaries, the velocity components , u , v , pressure, p , and
temper atu re, T , are all specified. To define the mass enteri ng the calculation do main
it is necessary to specify the pressure , which, along with the spec ified tem perature,
is used to deter mine the density at inlet . This specified density, the inlet geometry ,
and t he specified velocit ies together determine the inlet mass flow.
In subsonic inviscid Bows, the influence of pressur e is ellip tic , as a pressu re
disturbance will eventually be felt everywhere in the calculation domain. T he
proposed numeric al method accounts for this elliptic behaviour by interp olat ing
pressu re linear ly. With this elliptic treatment , a downstream boundary condition
for pressure becomes necessary. In t he proposed met hod , t he static pressure at
outflow boundaries is specified.
Th e propos ed method has been developed for viscous comp ressible flows, how-
-ver, it may be used to solve for inviscid Bows by setting viscosity equal to zero. At
solid boundaries, a tangency cond ition is demanded by defining the dot prod uct of
the velocity vector and a unit normal to the wall to be zero :
( \.2)
At outflow boundaries. to ensure that no d iffusive effects are encounte red . the
diffusion transport of mom entum and energy is effective ly set equal to zero using :
Vo ·ii = a
where f/J is a general scalar dependent varia ble.
Inviscid Supersonic F lows
( \. 3)
In supersonic flows. as in subsonic flows. the specifica t ion of t he inlet mass flow
rate is requited. and th is is done by specifyi ng u, u, P. an d T at inflow boundaries.
lnviscid superso nic flows are hyperbolic, and out flow bound ary condit ions are
not physically propagated upstream into the calcula tion domain. therefore. no
boundary condit ions are applied or needed at ou tflow bo undaries. To allow so-
lutions for inviscid flows with the proposed viscous CVFEM. the grad ients of u, u,
and T are set to zero at curdcw boundaries using Eq. (1.3).
Vis cous Co m pressib le Flows
Viscous Bows always have elliptic influences due to the presence of the viscous
terms . however, tbe boun dary condit ions are very similar to t hose used for inviscid
flows, except t bat the no-slip condit ion is always used on solid walls. Wall boun d-
ary condi t ions for the energy equation are either the fixed te mpe rature value or
adiaba tic type, Eq. (1.3) . Inflow boundary condit ions are t he same as for inviscid
Bows, but the elliptic behaviour that is now present requires special t reatment at
outflow boundari es . Th is speci al t reatment is the same as that used in the solutio n
of iuviscid flows with the proposed vriscous Bow CVFEM : it involves the specifica-
tion of zero diffusion at the outflow boundary for velocity and temperature, using
Eq. (1.3) .
1.3.6 So lution of the Discretized Equations
In the proposed GVFE:\iI, a coupled set of nonlinear algebraic equations for velocity,
pressure, and temperature are obtained as approximations of the corresponding
integral conservation equations . The nonlinearities in the equations are resolved
by Picard iteration, in which the coefficients in these equations are evaluated using
the most recent field values . A segregated solution method is used, rather than
a coupled method, to solve the final algebraic equations. The segregated solution
method is believed to have the following advantages: (I) less storage is required,
as coefficients do not have to be stored simultaneously; and (2) the advancement
in the solutions of each dependent variable do not have to be matched in each
iteration. With regard to the second point, it is not necessary to solve for all the
dependent variables to the same level of convergence in each iteration, emphasis
can be placed on the solution of the pressure field in order to ensure that mass
conservation is enforced more completely at each iteration. As the momentum
equations are inherently nonlinear, and are solved through an iterative process, it
is not necessary to solve the nominally linear algebraic equations exactly in each
iteration. More detail about the solution procedures will be given in a later chapter.
1.4 Su mmary
The main ideas and motivations behind the development of the proposed CVFEM
were presented in this chapter. The derivation of a CVFEM for quasi -one-dimensional
CVFEM is presented in Chapter 2, the formulation of a two-dimensional CVFEM
is discussed in Chapter 3. and the testing of the proposed CVF EM formula tions is
presented in Chapter -I.
Chapter 2
Formulation of the Proposed
Quasi-One-Dimensional CVFEM
2.1 Introduction
T he main purpose of tbis thesis is to formulate and implement a CVFE M for
steady, two-dimensional, viscous compressible Ruid Bows. For reasons of econ-
omy and sim plicity , however, many ideas were initi al ly tested in the context of
quasi-one-dimensional problems. T he following topics will be used. to present t he
form ulation of the one-dimens ional CVFEM in this chap ter: (1) defini tion of the
governing equa tions ; (2) dom ain disc retization det ails; (3) de riva t ion of control
volume integral conservation equations; (4) specification of element-based interpo-
laticn functions for the dependent variab les; and (5) deri vation of discretized.forms
of the conservation equations and boundary conditions .
2 .2 Governing E quat io ns
The governing differential equa tions Cor stead y, quasi-one-dimensio nal, viscous com-
pressible Bow of a perfect gas thro ugh a duct of variable area, W , are:
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Continuity :
1; (pwu ) ::: 0
Momentum:
d dp d( dU) 1 d(d )
- (pw uu) ::: -w- + - IJ.W- + S" w + -- IJ.- (uw)dx: dx dx dx 3dx dx
Energy :
d d(k aT) sr I ( dP)dX (,uwuT) ::: dX ;;;w;jX + wq; + ~ uW(j;
State:
p = ;T
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
where u is the velocity . p is the pressure. p is the density. IJ.is the dynamic viscosity .
T is t he absolute tem pera ture. k is the thermal cond uctivit y. e" is th e specific heat at
consta nt pressu re. R is the gas constant . and S" and sr are the volumetric source.
or gene ration, terms for the momentum and energy equation. respectively. The
proposed CVFEM is formulated for vari ab le fluid proper ties , but e" was assumed
constant main ly to keep the energy equat ion relati vely uncomplicated . It should
be noted that , if required. the viscous dissipatio n term may be included in sT.
These differential equation s may be cast in the following conserva t ive forms [91:
dJ S w (2.5)dx =
dg
~ 0 (2.6)dx
where . J is the comb ined convection-diffusion t ransport. S is a source term, and 9
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is the mass Sow. pwu . Equation (2.5) represe nts the momentum equation when:
J = pwuu - t-tw~
and the energy equatio n when:
"dp Id(d)S = S - - + -- t.l- (uw )dx 3wdx dx (2.7)
J = pwuT- ~wc.!!..
'" dI
S = ST = ~ + .!:.~
Cp c;.dx
(2.8)
Appl ying the appropria te censer va tion prin ciple to a cont rol volume V. which is
fixed in space, integral forms of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) can be obtained:
(2.9)
f s; = 0
Jav ds: (2.10)
where av is the surface of the control volume , and V is the volume of the cont rol
volume .
2.3 Domain Discretization
In the proposed equal-order one-dimensional CVFEM. the calculat ion domain is
discretized by a distribution of nodes in t he i: direction. and all dependent varia bles
ar e sto red at al l of the nodes. The varia t ion in the area of the duct is approximated
by a piecewise linear curve. Control volume (cv) faces are placed midway between
the nodes in the calcu la tion domain . A sam ple discretizatio n of a variab le area
duct is illust rated in Fig . 2.1, with the duct shape shown by the solid line.
Piecewise linear app roximation of the duct boundary does not provide as ac-
cura te a formulati on as would result if the functional representat ion of the actual
duct was used to define the area variation of the control volume. The tinear area
vari at ion used here was chosen for its simplicity and gene rality, and also to be con-
sistent with the proposed two-dimensional CVFEM, in which boundary surfaces
are approximated with piecewise linear curves. The placement of contro l vo lume
faces midway between nodes was also chosen for simplicity. T be contro l volumes
employed fill tbe entire calculation domain. do not overlap , and thei r bo unda ries
do not coincide with nodes , except at tbe domain boundary. T hese characte rist ics
help to formulate a CVF E"i tbat possesses tbe conserva tive property 1301.
2.4 Integral Conservation Equations for a Con-
trol Volume
Wit h reference to the control volum e surro unding node I in Fig. 2.1. Eqs. (2.9) and
(2.10) can be writ ten as:
r ( Sim ilar contributions from oth er)
Jo - Jv Sw dx + elements associated with nod e i
+ ( ~ound~ contributio ns, ) = 0 (2.11)
If app hcable
g, + (
Similar contributions from ot her)
elements associat ed wit h node i
(
Boundary contribut ions, ) = 0
if app licab le (2.12)
Where t be subscript 0 ind ica tes tbe centro id of tbe element 1·2. which by definit ion
is the pos it ion of the control vo lume face .
2.5 Interpolation Functions
To derive algebra ic approxi ma t ions to t be integral conservation equations, int erpo-
lat ion fun ct ions for the fluid properties, sources, duct area, and dep endent varia bles
must firs t be defined. The funct ions used in this t hesis a re desc ribed in this sect ion.
2.5 .1 Interpolat ion of p, k, Cp, and S
Val ues of 11.k and Go are supplied at t he cent roid of each elemen t. and these cen-
troidal values are assumed to prevail over the corres ponding element . The source
terms. S- and sr. in the momentum and energy equations. respectively. are lin-
earized using Taylor 's expansion 114]. if required. and exp ressed as follows:
S" = s:+ S;u..
ST = S; + S;T.."
(2.13)
(2.14)
where Sc represents terms independent of the supersc ript ed variable, and Sp pro-
vides for a linear dependen ce of S on the corres ponding variable. The values of
Sc an d Sp are calcu lated at the centroid of each eleme nt , an d assumed to prevail
wit hin the elemen t . T he average of the ap propriate dep ende nt variable. used in t he
linearized source term , is assumed to be the arithmetic mean of the corres ponding
values at the two nodes of the element.
2.5 .2 Int erpolati on of Ar ea
The variable area of a duct , w. is interpo lated linearly within an element:
w = ~z + b., (2.15)
t his resu lts in a piecewise linear approxi ma tion to the duct sha pe. as shown by the
dashed lines in Fig. 2.1. Th e coefficients a.., and b. in Eq. 2.15 are defined by the
duct areas at th e two nodes of the element . and the x coo rdin ates of th e nodes.
2.5 .3 Interpolation of Pressure
Within an element, the pressure is interpolated linear ly:
p =a,.x + bp (2.16)
The coefficients Gp and bp in Eq. (2.16) are defined by the nodal pressu res and x
coor dinates, as shown in Appendix A. Using Eq . (2.16) . and the derivations in
Appendix A. th e pressure gradient can be expressed as follows:
(2 .17)
Since ap is cons tant within an element , (- dpj dx ) can be included in S; . Eq. (2 .13) .
2.5 .4 Interpolation of Velocity
In the propose d CVFE~I. different func t ions are used to inte rpo late velocity in the
convection an d diffusion te rms in Eq. (2.1), and in a mass conserving velocity used
to eval uate the mass flow term puns-
Interpolation of a Con vec t ed. Ve locity
"be ~[AW interp olat ion scheme [101is used to evalua te velocity when it is a con-
ected sca lar . In the conte xt of this one-dimensional CVFEM. the ~[A\V scheme
red uces to a pure upwind scheme, therefore. the value of the convected velocity on
the cv face is simp ly the value of velocity at t he upwind node.
if Ui > O. U" = Ui
if u, < O. U" = U1+ 1
The ),-IAW scheme will be discussed in Chapter 3.
Interpolation o f M as s Conse rvin g Velocity
(2 .18)
The mass conserving velocity , u'" , which is used in the mass Bow, pwu, is int erpo-
la ted by assuming a linear variation of a pse udo-velocity, tt, an d pressure coefficie nt ,
d" . The mass conserving velocity can be written as follows for each node wit hin
the domain :
m • ~(dP )
Ui =t.li -U.; d;;:" (2.19 )
where the subsc ript . e. on the pressure gradient indicates th at the elemental pres-
sure gradient is being used . The pseudo-velocity and pressure coefficients ar e eval-
ua ted from t he dlscrenzed form of the momentum equa tion . If one divides the
disc retized momentum equation for node i, Eq . 2.2i. by the coefficient multip lying
u" then U, is the sum of al l terms on the R_H_S. of the equation. except for the
pressure terms, div ided by this coefficient : the pressure coefficient eliis the volume
of the control volu me divided by the u; coefficient .
The pseudo-ve locities, Ui, and the pressu re coefficients. cr:. are kno wn at the
nodal points. In order to determine the values of t hese quantities o n the control
volume faces within an element, linear interp ola t ion of t he nodal values is used :
d't = adZ + bd
The evaluation of the u, and d't terms will be d iscussed in Section 2.6 .3.
Interpolati.on of a Diffused Vel ocity
(2.20)
(2.21)
wben velocity is t reated as a diffused scalar , for example in the viscous term of Eq.
(2.2). it is int erpo lated linearly with in an eleme nt .
2.5 .5 Interpolation of Temperature
Temperatu re is inte rpo lated in a simila r manner to velocity . In convect ion terms .
it is interpolated using the MAW . or pure upw ind scheme :
if u. >O, To =T;
if il; < 0, To = Ti+1
and in diffusion terms, the temperature is interp ola ted linear ly:
T = aTI + br
(2.22)
(2.23)
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2.6 Derivation of the Discretized Equations
To obtain alg eb raic approximations of tb e integra l conse rva t ion equa t ions for a
cont rol vo lume . Eqs. (2.9) and (2. 1O). the element contributions to Eqs. (2.11) and
(2.12) are derived and assembled in an app ropria te manner. Algeb ra ic ap pro:cima-
tions of the bou ndary cont ributio ns ace then eval ua ted . if ap plicable . and added to
the element contributions. The procedures involved in deri ving algeb raic a pprox-
imations of the contro l volume integral conserva tion equation an d the bound ary
conditi ons ar e described in th is sec t ion .
2.6.1 Momentum Equation
Wit hin each element, the com bined convect ion-diffusion t rans port, Eq. (2.7), is
evaluated at the cont rol volume Ieee. or centro id of th e element, indicated by sub-
script O. Subs t itu t ion of the veloci ty interpo lat ion fun ct ions into Eq. (2.7), and
evaluat ing the expr ession at th e contro l volume face gives:
(2.24)
Rearranging Jo in terms of th e nod al velocit ies gives t he following :
(2.25)
Integr at ion of the source term over the vo lume enclosed by t he element is given by:
Detailed derivations of th e coefficients elf C2. d ll and d l 2 in Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26)
are included in Appendix B.
Expressi ons similar to Eq. (2.25) can be derived for tb e integrated flux across
t he control volume face in each element . and when these expressions are added ,
appropriately, with the volume integrated source , Eq. (2.26) , and any applicable
boundary cont ribution. the discretized form of the integral equa tion representing
conservat ion of momentum is comp leted. The resulti ng equation can be cast in the
following form for a node i :
(2.27)
where the summation is over the two nodes that neighbour node i in Fig. 2.1. T he
assembly of Eq. (2.27) is demonstrated in Appendix C.
2.6 .2 Energy Equation
The integral equa tion rep resent ing conservation of energy is dtscretized in a similar
manner to the momentum equation, with the dynamic viscosity , IL, replaced by
k /ep, and S" replaced by ST. Th e int egra tion of the convection-diffusion dux at the
control volume face in an element . and t he volume integr ation of the source term
is described in Appendix B. The resulti ng algeb raic approximation of the integral
conservation equ ation can be writt en in the foUowing form:
(2.28)
The assembly of Eq. (2.28) is described in Append ix C.
2 .6.3 Continuity Equat ion
Introduction
Th e discretization of the continu ity equation will be discussed in t his sectio n. The
app roach taken here is to use particul ar forms of the discretized momentum equa-
t ion , Eq. (2.27), to define two new nodal fields which will be used in th e prescrip-
tion of suitable interpolation funct ions for the mass conserving velocities . Equat ion
(2.27) can be rearran ged as follows:
(2.29)
In this express ion. (ap/ar.) is the average of t he pressur e gradient ac ting eve r a
cont rol volume centered at node i of vo lume ,j, \r0. Defining U. and d': as:
u. = Ea::;; + c:
~Vd;' ~~
tb en Eq. (2.29) can be rewri t ten as:
Lli = Ui-cr:{J~
X ,
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
Similar exp ressions can be written for each nod e in the computa tion al do main . It
should be noted tbat tb e pseudo-velocity, u", and tbe pressu re coefficient . et: . fields
should be e..'aluated be fore t he discret ized momentum equation is under-relaxed as
will be considered in sec tio n 3.7.1. Furth ermore, tbe Dirichlet boundary conditions
on tbe velo city com pone nts (if any) are incorpo rated into the pseudo- velocity fields
as follows: at the points where the ve locity is specifi ed. the app ropriate 11, is set
equal to the specified veloci ty, and the corresponding tr: is set equal to zero. In this
way, the velocity inform ation av-ailable on the bou ndary is incorpo ra ted directly
into t he discre t ized equation for contin uity.
Whe n the conti nuity equatio n is discret ized , th e mass Bow is linearized with
resp ect to density, P, and veloci ty, u:
(2.33)
- -
where 9 is linear ized with respect to velocity, 9 is lineari zed with respect to den-
sity, an d ~ is determined from availa ble values of density and velocity. To gener ate
an algebraic app roxima tion to the control volume mass conservation equat ion. Eq.
(2. 10), it is necessary to evalua te the mass flowing across th e control volume face
in each eleme nt . These app roxima te expressions for the mass flows are then assem -
bled in an appropriate manner to give t he final discretized form of the cont inuity
equatio n. T he following subsections br iefly illustrate how each of the terms in Eq.
(2.33) is evaluated at the control volume face in an element , indicated by subscript
O. This disc ussio n uses t he nomenclature in Fig. 2.1.
Alg ebrai c A ppro xi mation of 90
The mass conserving velocity, Eq. (2.19), is used to evaluate the velocity in tbe 90
term. Linear inte rpo lat ion is used to evalu ate the pseudo-veloc ity and the pressure
coefficient at the control volume face. and the algebraic approximation of 90 can
be defined as follows:
- ( _ 1'>-P,)90 = (pw )o uo-d;)--
X 2 - X I
where Po is evaluated exp licitly using the ~IA\V scheme.
Algebraic Approximation of 90
(2.34)
To evalua te 90, t he equa t ion of state, Eq . (2.4). is used implicitly to define tbe
mass Row rate . and t he resulting exp ressio n is evaluated at a cont rol volume face
as follows:
• Wotto
90 = KT
1
PI (2.35)
In the proposed CVFEM, tbe dens ity is interpolated in an upwind man ner, by
upwinding both the temperature and pressure in this equation. The value of Uo
in Eq. (2.35) is the linearly inter polated mass conserving veloci ty at the control
volume face.
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Al gebrai c Ap p roximation of 90
Th e remaining term to be app roximated in Eq. (2.33) is 90, which is eval uated with
available densi t ies and velocities :
90= PfJ It'O Uo
where Po and Uo are interpolated linearl y.
Com p lete A lge braic Approxi mati on of the Lin earized M ass F low
(2.36 )
The complete fonn of the algebraic app roximation of the mass flowing across a
cont rol volume face is assemb led by add ing Eqs. (2.34), (2.35) and (2.36). The
result ing expression can be written in terms of the nodal pressures :
(2.37)
where the complete deri vatio n of Ell E2 and 8 0 is included in Appendix B.
F inal For m of the Di scr etize d Continuity Eq uation
Expressions similar to Eq. (2.37) can be derived for the control volume faces in the
two elements which make contribu t ions to the control volume for node i , When
these exp ressions are added appropriately, alon g with any boundary contri butions.
the discretized form of the integral mass conservation statement for a control volume
is completed. The resulting equation can be cast in the following form:
(2.38)
where th e summation is over the two nodes neighbouring nod e i in Fig. 2.1. The
assemb ly of Eq . (2.38) is demonstrated in Appendix C.
2.6 .4 Bound ary C onditions
During the discussion of t he discretized forms of the governing equatio ns. mention
was made of the addi tion of applica ble bou ndary contribut ions. If a node is with in
th e calc ulation domain. no boundary cont ributions are requir ed. and the equa tion
as de rived from the eleme nt contributions alone is complete. For the nodes on
inflow and outflow bo undaries of a quasi-o ne-di mensio nal do main . the integrated
flux out of the domain, across the domain boun dary, must be calcula ted and added
to the discretized equatio n. The following subsections desc ribe the evalu at ion of
this integrated Bux, and t be implementation of app licable boundary conditions.
Specified Val ue Boundary
Th e specified value boundary condit ion is very easy to apply. When the value of a
de pendent scalar at node i . »; is to be given a specified. value. r;q«' the discretized
eq uatio n for node i is written in the following trivial form:
(2.39)
This equa tion is implemented in the context of the disc rerized equat ions by set ting
all calculated coefficients equal to zero. and then redefining:
a~ = 1 ; bf = d>.,.",,; (2.4 0)
T his procedure is used to overwrite coefficients in tbe discret ized momentum , energy
and conti nuity equations to specify boundary values of u, T , and p. respect ively.
Inftow and Outflow Bo undaries
At inflow and outflow boundaries , if the va lue of d> is not specified. t he gr adien t of
d> is set equal to zero a t t he boundary :
~ = 0 (2.4 1)
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T his equation effect ively sets th e diffusion tr ansport equal to zero at the boundary .
.-\ convective flux will exist across inflow and outflow boundaries . however, and
this Bux must be added appropriately to the discretized equa tions to complete
thei r assembly. In this quas i-one-dimensional formulation th e nodal valu e of () is
assum ed to prevai l over th e ar ea at that node. t herefore. tbe specificat ion of inflow
and ou tflow bo undaries is Quit e s im ple.
To com plete the assembly of the discretiz ed momentum and energy equations at
inflow and out flow boundaries, the Hux across the boundary bas to be incorporated
into these equations. Th e integrated 8ux of ~ o ut of tbe contro l volume across a
bound ary surface at node i is defined as (PiU.W.)lPi, where u. is directed out of the
calculation domain, therefore. tbe discre t ized equ a t ion can be completed by adding
(Pi u, Wi ) to 0:. At inflow bo undari es. the veloci ty is directed into th e control
volume . therefore . the mass Bow into the domai n is subtracted [rom a:.
Th e co mplet ion of tb e disc retized form of the cont inuity equation is performed
in a different manner, because of the linearization of the mass Bow. Eq. (2.33) . A
detai led d erivati on is given in Appendix B. As shown in Append ix B. the mass
Bow out of th e domain at node i can be cast in terms of tbe boundary pressure. P..
and its neighbouring nodal pressure. Pl- I:
9, = Efp, + Er_tP,_t+F": (2.<2)
where E~. E~_ I and Ff ar e de fined. in App endix B. To com plete the discre rized
form of the co nt inuity equat ion . tbe coefficients in Eq. (2.-12)should be added to
the coefficients in Eq. (2.38) as follows:
(2.43)
(2.44)
(2.45)
where, the index n. in Eq. (2.-14) is equal to i - 1 in t his case.
2.7 Solution of the Discretized Equations
T he discret ized form of t he governing equat ions derived in the previo us section for
quasi-one-dim ensional fluid Bow problems const it utes a set of nonlinear algebraic
equat ions for velocity, pressure, and temperature. The ncn linearities in t he equa-
tions are han dled wi th an iterati ve successive substit ution procedure, in which co-
efficients in t he nominally linear discret ized equations are evaluated from available
values of t he required variables. Th e ste ps used in the iterative solutio n algorithm
for the one-d imensional CVF EM are similar to those used in t he two-dimensional
method descri bed in Chapter 3: they wi ll be discussed in detail in Sect ion 3.7. To
promote convergence of the solution algorithm, the discretized equations are also
under-relaxed . as described in Section 3.7.1
2.8 Conclusion
T he formula t ion of a CVF EM valid for steady, quasi -one-dimensional viscous com-
pressible flows has been presented in this chapter. T he formulation of a two-
dimensional CV FEM developed as an extension of t his work is presented in Chapte r
3. Some resu lts generated by the one-dimensional CVFE M are presented in Chapter
4.
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Figure 2.1: Discretization of a variable area duct by the proposed one-dimensional
CVFEM .
Chapter 3
Formulation of the Proposed
Two-Dimensional CVFEM
3.1 Introduction
The formulation of a CVFEM for steady, viscous , two-dimensional compressib le
fluid flows is presented in this chapter. The presentation is divided into sect ions
devoted to tbe following topics : (1) defini t ion of the governi ng equations; (2) do-
main d iscret izati on details ; (3) derivation of cont rol volume integral conservat ion
equations: (4) specifi cation of element-based interpolation functions for the depen-
dent variab les: (5) deriva tion of the discretized. forms of the conservation equa tions
and boun dary condit ions; and (6) t he algo rithm used to solve the discretized equa-
t ions.
3.2 Governing Equations
The partial d ifferentia l eq uati ons governing steady, two-dimensional , viscous com-
pressib le flow of a perfect gas are the following [25]:
Continuity:
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(3.1 )
x- momentum:
y-momen tu m:
Energy:
(3.3)
State:
a a
az:(puT) + ay(puT) (3-')
(3.; )
where u and v a re th e velocity components in th e x and y direct ions, respecti vely,
p is th e pressure , p is the density. JJ. is the d ynam ic viscosity, T is the absolute tem-
per atu re, k is the therm al conduct ivity. Go is the specific heat at constan t pressure,
<It is the viscous diss ipa tion term , and 5"'. 5'". and sr ar e the volume t ric sou rce. or
genera t ion, terms for the app ropriate equa t ion . T he proposed CV F EM is formu-
lated to accoun t for vari able 8uid properties. but e, was assumed constant to keep
the energy equa t ion rela t ivel y uncomplica ted .
Th ese part ial differential equatio ns may be cast in the following conserva tive
forms {9J:
<j .g = 0
<j .j 5 (3.6)
(3.7)
where, J is t he comb ined convect ion-diffusion Bux vecto r , S is a source term . and
9 is the mass lIlL'C vector iN. Eq uation (3.6) represents the z -mcmentum equa tion
when:
r
s
(3.8)
[3.9)
the y-mo mentum equa tion when :
r
s
piiv - J.j. Qv
s- - ~ + ~~ H;) +~ (~~) - ~H~~)
(3.10)
(3.11)
and the energy equati on when :
r
s
(3.12)
(3.13)
where
Applyin g the epp rcprtete cc nserva t iou prin ciple to a control volume V , which
is fixed in space , integral forms of Eqs . (3.6) and (3.7) can be obtai ned :
( J . fid3I. v
( 9' ii dsI..
(3.13)
(3.16)
where av is the surface of the cont rol volume , and ii is th e uni t outward vector
normal to the d ifferent ial area ds ,
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3.3 Domain Discretization
The proposed equal-orde r CVFEM uses three-nod e triangular elements, an d all
dependent variables are stored at all of the nodes in the do main. T he do main
is d iscretized with a line-by-l ine structured mesh, and triangles are constructed
by drawing a diagonal in each of the quad rila terals formed by th e intersect ion of
the grid lines resulting from th is dom ain discret izat ion. The disc retization of a
representative irr egu larly shaped calcula t ion domain is illust rated in Fig . 3.1. An
advantage of using t riangular elements is t hat they do not req uire isopara metri c
transformat ions, which are needed by general quadri lateral elements .
Once tbe calcu lat ion domain is disc retized with the t riangu lar elements . pc lyg-
ona l CODt Iol volumes are const ructed ar ound each node in th e calculat ion domai n,
by joining the centr oid of each elemen t with the mid points on the corresponding
sides . An irregu larly shaped calculation domain disc retized by triangu lar elements
is shown in Fig. 3.1a; and the polygo nal cont rol volumes are shown by dash ed lines
in Fig. 3.l h. These po lygonal contro l volumes have the following characteristics:
(1) they do not overlap ; (2) collectively they fill the entire calc ulat ion domai n; (3)
their boundaries do not involve interelement edges ; and (4) th ey can be used with
any triangulation. Thes e characterist ics facilitate the formulat ion of a CVFEM
that possesses the conserva t ive pro perty [14].
As stated previous ly, th e disc re tizatio n scheme emp loyed arranges the nodes in
a line- by-line pattern. Such an arr an gement of the nodes greatly facilitates the
assem bly of th e coefficients in the disc re tized equations, and per mits so lution of
these equatio ns wit h iter ative line-by-line solvers.
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3 .4 Integral Conservation Equations for a Con-
trol Volume
Lsing the con trol volumes defined in the previ ous sectio n. the integral ccnse rvanc n
equations. Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16), can be specified for a contro l volume as follows.
wttb reference to the polygo nal contro l vo lu me associ ated wit h a typic al nod e 1
wit hin the calcul at ion domain. eit her an internal node as in Fig. 3.2a. or a bcundan..
node as in Fig . 3.2b. Eqs . {J. t 5} an d (3.16) can be cas t in the following forms :
[L"1 J .ii 2 ds - LM1 J·iiJds - LSdlr'] (3.17)
+ [similar cont ributions from other eleme nts associated wit h node 1 I
+ [boundary contribut ions, if ap plicable J = 0
(3.18)
+ {s imilar contri butions from other elements associated. with node 1 J
+ [boundary cont ributio ns, if app lica ble] = 0
where .\{2 an d .\{3 are midpoints on tb e sides of tb e element , and 0 is the cen-
r rcid of th e elem ent. The contro l volumes in th is two-di mensional fonnula t ion are
assu med to be of uni t depth . therefore , the surface and vol ume integr als in Eqs .
(3. 17) and (3.18) reduce to line and area integrals. respec t ively. Th e fonns of the
conservat ion equations expressed. by Eqs. (3. 17) an d (3.1S) emp hasize that they
may be assembled in an element-by-element manner.
3.5 Interpolation Functions
T he inte rp olati on function s for the depen dent variables an d fluid properties that
ap pear in the int egral conse rvat ion equations, Eqs . (3.17) and (3.18) , are described
in this sect ion.
3.5.1 Interpola ti on o f 1J. , k, Cp, and S
Values of j.I., k: and Cp, are supplied at the centroid of each element and these
centm idal values are assume d to prevail over the corres pond ing element. The source
terms, 5". S" and sr in the X-. y-momentum and energy equations. respectively,
are linearized using Tay lor 's expansion {14], if requi red. and expressed as follows:
su = s: + S;u
S" = S; + S;v
S T = S'[ + SJT
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
where S« represents te rms inde pende nt of the supe rscripted varia ble, and 5p pro-
vides for a linear dependence of 5 on t he correspond ing varia ble. The values of Se
and 5p ar e evaluated at the centroid of each element, and t hese values ar e assu med
to prevail wit hin t he element .
3. 5.2 Interpolation of Pressure
Within an element. the pressure is interpolated linearl y:
(3.22)
where the coefficient s ap, bp , and Cp in Eq. (3.22) are defined by t he noda l values of
pressure, and t he corresponding nodal :c.y co-ordina tes. T he deri vat ion of t hese co-
efficients is prese nted in Appendix D. Using the coefficient definit ions in Appe ndix
D, the press ure gradients can be expressed as follows;
8p 3
ax a, ~ ~Dip. (3.23)
8p 3
au bp= ~DrPf (3.24)
3.5.3 Interpolation of Velocities
Interpolation of a Co nvected Vel oc ity
wben velocit y is t reated as a convected scalae, for example in the convect ion terms
in the momentum equation , it is interpolated using the ~IAss Weighted (:\.IAW)
scheme.
On each of the three control volume faces (deno ted by t he index k) of Fig. 3.3.
a value of the convected scalar th at is assumed to prevai l over that face can be
defined. T his is the integrat ion poin t value, and it is give n the symbol !pifor the
gene ral scalae dependent variable, (j). T he MAW scheme uses the mass Bow rat es
(m.d across each control volume surface to define integration point values. where.
(3.25)
Thus the mass flow rat e across a particular control volume surface within an eleme nt
is taken as positive when the velocity vecto r at the integration poin t is in the same
direction as the assumed normal to the surfa ce.
The following rules can be used to de termine dli for t he element shown in Fig .
3.3.
Control vo lume s urface 1
If ml > 0 dlt = fqJ~ + (1 - f) c'P,
where f = min [max (~,0),1]
If rill < 0 41t = f(j)'3 + (1 - f)c'P2
where f = min [max (~,o) , 1]
(3.26)
(3.27)
Co nt rol volume surface 2
If m2 > 0 c>~ = fdJ~ + (1- /)4'1
where f = min (max (~. o) .l]
If m2 < 0 ~ = fQ~ + (1- f)4'3
where f = min(max(~.o) .1]
Control vo lu me surface 3
If m3 > 0 ¢~ = f¢~ + (1 - /)~2
where f = min[max(~ ,O) , I]
If m3< O 1iJ~ = f(j)~ + (1 -/)4'1
where f = min [max (~.o) .I]
(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)
(3.31)
In these equa tions, 4' is a nodal value, and t!J is an integration point value.
As shown in Appendix D, Eqs. (3.26) to ·(3.31) resu lt in a mat rix equat ion for
o~ , which can be simplified to the following equat ion :
a
Clk = LCq' ~j
J = I
(3.32)
where. the CC; a re coefficients calculat ed from the nodal values of ¢ , and mass
ra tio , f .
T he interpolation of a convected velocity on a contro l volume face k can t herefore
be writte n as follows.
a
Uj; = L CC;Uj
j=1
(3.33)
Interpolat ion of a Mass Conse rving Velocity
T he mass conse rving velocit ies, u" and u"'. are interp ola ted by assuming a linear
variation of t he corresponding pseudo-velocity, Ii:or 1:. a nd pressure coefficien t. d"
or d" . used in conjunc t ion with the local elemen ta l pressu re gradient . Consequently.
the expression of mass conserv ing veloci ty can be writ ten at each node wit hin an
element ;
u;" u,-d;(~). (3.34)
vi' V, -d; (~) (3.35)y •
The subscript . e, on the press ure gradient indicates that the eleme nt al press ure
gra d ient , and not the average pr ess ure gradient over the contro l volume sur ro unding
the node in q uestio n, is being used . Th e evalua tion of Ui, ii; , f£t an d dj will be
des cribed in Section 3.6.3 .
The pseudo-velocities . Il, and i\ , a nd the pressur e coefficients, d't an d dj, are
known at t he nodes . In orde r to determ ine th e values of t hese quantities at the
integratio n points on the cont rol volume faces within the elements. a linear inter -
po lat ion of the nodal val ues, is used :
Ii: = a.. x + b.. y + c..
iJ = at1 x+ b~y + Cv
d:"=a;x +b;y+ c;
(3.36)
(3.37)
(3.38)
(3.39)
Interpo lation of a Diffused Velo ci ty
when velocity is treated as a diffused scalar, for example in the viscous terms of
tbe moment um equa tion . it is interpolated linearly with in an element .
It :::: a" x + 0" y + c"
u=a"x +b"y+c"
(3.• 0)
(3A l )
where the interpolat ion coefficients are defined by th e nodal velocit ies. and the
geometry of the elem ent . as discussed in Appendix D
3.5 .4 Interpolation of Temperature
T he temperat ure, T, is interpol ated in a similar manner to the velocity. \Vhen
tem pera ture is a convected scalar . the MA\V scheme is used . wben te mpe ra t ure
appears in a diffusio n te rm or a source term, it is interpo lated linearly within an
element .
3 .5.5 Interpolation of Density
In the proposed CVFE~I, density is inte rpo lated by the ~fAW scheme, therefore.
th e following expression can be wri t ten for density:
a
Pit = L eej pj
j :::1
(3A2)
where the nodal density is evalua ted. using th e equatio n of state for an ideal gas ,
and the cc; terms ar e calculated from availa ble nodal val ues of p and mass rat io
t .
3.6 Derivation of the Discretized Equations
To obtai n alg ebraic ap proxima tions of the integral conse rvat ion equations for a con-
tro l volume, Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16), approximations of tbe element contribu tion s
to Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) are derived and assem bled in an appropria te manner.
Algebraic approximations of the boundary contri butions are then deri ved. if ap pli-
cable. and added to the elem ent cont ribut ions . These approximat ions an d assembly
proced ures are discussed in t his section.
3.6 .1 x-M ome nt um Equa t ion
I nt egr a t ion of the convection-diffusion 8ux across a co ntro l vo lume face
.Vit hin each element , the combined convection-d iffusion trans port of z - momentum .
Eq. (3.8), is evaluated at the contro l volume face. With reference to Fig . 3.3, for
the subconttol volume around node 3, the com bined convection-diffusion transp ort
term sho uld be evalua ted on the control vol ume faces 1 and 2 (indica ted in fig . 3.3
by nl and rl1)'
The integrated flux of a-momentum across a control volume face k is expressed
in tbe following manner:
T he :vr.-WV interpo lat ion schem e is used to inte rpo late u in the convect ion term ,
and linear interpol atio n is used to evaluate the gradie nt of u in t he d iffusion term.
Using Simpson's Rule, tbe integral in Eq. {3.431 can be rewrit ten in terms of t he
nodal velocities, as follows:
(3" ')
where a complete derivation of CJ is presented in Append ix E.
The element cont rib ution to the volume integration of the source term for the
contr ol volume around node 3 is given by:
where lt~3 is the volume of the subcontrol volume , and S~6 rep resents the integral of
ext ra v iscous terms ov-er the subcontrol volume. ~,~3 , in the x-momentum equation.
Fi nal form of the discr etized equation for x-moment um
Expressions similar to Eq. (3AA) can be derive d for the integra ted convection-
diffusion flux across each of the control volume faces in an element . When these
expressions are added appropriately with similar express ions from othe r elements
which make a cont ribut ion to t he cont rol volume surrounding a node i . along with
the appli cab le boundary contributions and integrated source terms, Eq. (3.45), the
algebraic approximation of the integr al conservation equation for a control volume,
Eq. (3.17) , is obtained . The resulting discretized x-momen tum equation can be
cast in t he following form:
(3.46)
where the summat ion is take n over all the nodes neighbouring node i, The complete
assemb ly of Eq. (3.46) is discussed in Appendix F, with reference to Figs. 3.4 and
3.5. The max imum number of neighbour nodes will be the eight nodes surrounding
node i , j in Fig . 3.5.
Fi nal form of the discre ti zed equ a t ion for y-moment u m
As desc ribed in Appendix F, the assembly of the discretized y-momentum equation
is performed in the same manner as for the discre t ized z-momen tum equa tion , Eq.
(3.46 ). The final form of the discretized y-momentum equa tion can be written as
follows:
afv; = ~ a:v...+ h'[p; + ~ h~... + e'[
The assemb ly of Eq. (3.47) is presented in Appe ndix F.
(3.47)
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3.6 .2 Energy Eq uation
The procedures used in the discretization of the z-momentum equat ions are also
used to derive the algebraic approximation of the energy equation. The derivations
are altered by rep lacing the viscosity. u, with k/ep. and the source term with the
app ropria te source term for the energy equation. Eq. (3.13) .
The integral of t he combined convection-diffusion flu."across a contro l face can
be writ ten for the energy equation as follows:
(3A8)
The integra tio n of the source term in the energy equation gives:
(JA9)
A complete derivation of Eqs. (3..1.8) and (3.49) is given in Ap pe ndix E.
Expressions simila r to Eq. (3.48) are derived for all flux integrals t ha t contribute
to the control volume conse rvation equation for a node i. These con tributions
are added . along wit h any boundary con t ributions and the volume integration of
the app ropriate sou rce term, to obtain an algeb raic app roxim at ion of the energy
equation. This d iscretized energy equation may be written in the following form:
(3.50)
T he assemb ly procedure for Eq. (3.50) is described in Appendix F.
3. 6.3 Con ti nuity Equation
As discussed in Chapte r 2, the mass flux, g . is linearized with res pect to dens ity.
p, and velocity, ii:
(3.51)
- -
where :9 is linearized with respect to velocity, 9 is linearized with respect to dens ity
and j is determ ined from available values of density and veloci ty. To prov ide
an algebraic approximati on of the inte gral Conn of the control volume continuity
equation. Eq . (3. 16), it is necessa ry to int egrate the mass flux across each of the
control volume faces in an elemen t. These integrated mass fluxes are t hen added
approp riately to obtain the element cont ri but ion to th e cont rol volum e integral
mass conse rva tion equation. The integral of the mass Bu.'( across a cont rol volume
face k may be express ed as:
( Integrated mass flux across) ~ J.M~ -.e, dscont rol volume face k " 9
Similar to the method presented in Sect ion 2.6.3 , the ap proa ch taken here is to
use particular Corms of the discretized momentum equat ions , Eqs. (3A6) and (3A i ).
to define four ne w nodal fields , which will be used in the prescription of suitable
interpo lat ion func tion s for the mass conse rving ....elocitie s. Equations (3.-16) and
(3.47) can be rearranged as follows:
Vi = E" a~ v" + er _ (8pj8y;) A V
ar af
(3.53)
(3.54)
In these two exp ressions, ({Jpj8Xi) and (&pjay;) ar e the average of the pressure
grad ient acting over the cont rol volume, o f volume ~v· , for node i . Defining the
pseudo-ve locities. u; and V;, as:
U; = E a~un + ef
af (3.55)
· Ea~u" + ej
Ui = --a-;--
and th e pressure coefficients d'tand tf,':
Eqs. (3.53) and (3.54) can be rewritten as:
u;=u; -d'/!E-
oz ,
Vi = iri-ef,'~
vy;
(3.56)
(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)
(3.60)
Sim ilar expressio ns can be written for each node in the computational domain.
It should be noted that the formulae used in the following subsec tions for the
mass conserving velociti es are Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35) , where t he elemental pressure
gradients are used ins tead of average cont rol volume pressu re gradients. This is to
facilitate the inclusion of t he nodal pressures in the discretized form of the mass
flux. If the cont rol volume averaged pressure gradient was employed, the number
of pressure nodes included. in the mass flux would become unwie ldy.
A comple te derivation of the three integrals in Eq. (3.52) is presented in Ap-
pendix E. The final resu lt of this integration is the following express ion for the
int egra tion of the mass flux across a contro l volume face k:
IM~ 9 ' fi tds = i:Ejpj + Ft (3.6 1)
I> J"'L
where the coefficients Eland Ft are defined in Appendix E.
Exp ressions similar to Eq. (3.61) can be derived for the mass flow ra te across all
three control volume faces in an element . When these expressions are added. appro-
priate ly with similar expressions from othe r elements which make a contrib utio n to
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the cont rol volume surrounding a node i. along wit h the applicab le boundary con-
t ribut ions. the algeb raic ap proxima tion of th e integral mass conservation equation
for a cont rol vo lume is formed . The resulting eq uatio n can be cast in the following
form:
(3.62)
where the summation is taken over all tbe nodes neighbourin g node i, The complete
assembly ofEq. (3.62) , and tbe neighbouring nod es that are invo lved in the eq uat ion
are discussed in Appendix f .
3.6 .4 B ou nd ary Conditions
Introduction
T hus far in this sect ion. mention bas been made of applica ble boun dary cc nt ri-
but tons to be added to th e d iscretized equat ions . If the node und er consideratio n
is located with in the calcula t ion do main. no bo undary contributions ar e presen t .
and t he specificati on of the discreti zed equations is complet e. For nod es located
on boundaries. however. the discretized equat ions are incomplete unless the Bux
ac ross the boundary is included. For example, in Fig. 3.2b. the Bux across th e side
of element 123. from 1 to .\1). must be specified to complete the cont ributio n of
element 123 to th e cont rol volume surrounding node 1. The transport of a scalar
dependent varia ble, rJ>, out of the contro l volume from 1 to M) can be specified as:
(
Integra ted 8ux of ~ out of ) = /.A(S r .nds (3.63)
cont rol volume side 1 to .\1) I
where ii is the outwa rd unit normal vecto r to the element side ds . T he equa tions
in t his subsect ion are written for a general scala r de pendent variable, ¢, however,
th ey may be interpreted. as equa tions for the ot her dependent vari a bles, u, v . T . and
P. where indicated. T he derivation of algeb raic ap proximations of the appropriate
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bo un dary cond itions and tb e incorpora t ion of these boundary cont ri b ut ions into
the discre tized equations are described in the following subsectio ns.
Specified val ue bou n dary
T he specified value bo und ary condition is the simplest to app ly; when the valu e of
e, is to be given a specific value, clsp"c , t he discretize d equation for node i is wri tt en
in the following tri vial form:
(3.64)
This eq uatio n can be obtai ned by suitably overwriting the x· ,y-mome ntum, energy,
or conti nuity equat ions, to specify u, v, T , or p, respect ively. It is im plemented
by setting al l calc ulated coefficients in the ap plicab le discre tized equation equal to
zero, an d defining:
at = 1 ; ef = ¢J.pec
where riJ can be replaced by u, v, T, or p as requi red .
Specified flux boundary
(3.65)
This boundary cond ition is used when the flux . of t he quantity of interest. across
a boundary is specified. If t he specified flux out of the con trol volume is de no ted
by q, then Eq. (3.63) can be written as:
hM , j. ii ds = l At, qds (3.66)
where, q may be a constant or a functio n tha t can be integrate d in closed form .
W hen q is available on ly at the nodes. the n linear int erp ola t ion is used between the
nodes , and the integral of Eq. (3.66) is written as:
h M' j . n ds = h M' q dS = .!lSI_M, ( 3ql + Cf2 )! 4 (3.67)
where .:lSl_M, is the lengt h of the side of the eleme nt from node 1 to posit ion M3 ,
in Fig . 3.2b .
Outflow boundaries
If the dependent vari able is not specified. the diffusion tr ansport is mad e equal to
zero at out flow boundaries by set ting th e dot product of the gradien t of ti> and the
outward unit normal vector to t he bounda ry, ii, equa l to zero:
V dJ· ii = 0 (3.68)
This boundary condi t ion is used to d isconn ect the calc ulat ion domain from external
influences across outflow bound ari es. There wilt, however , be a convect ive 1Iu."(
ac ross outflow boundaries. Th is Hux is integrated as follows:
(
Int egral of convect ive flux of (/) ) [M, _
across cont rol volume side 1 to /V[3 = I pu(/) iids (3.69)
In the proposed CVF E1-I, an algebr aic a pproximation of this integral is obtained
by assuming that tiJi prevails over the contr ol volume for node i.. Th e mass flow rate
out of the cont rol volume:
(
Integral mass fl u."( out of ) [ M' _
control volume side 1 to J.J3 = I pu ii ds
(3.70)
is appro ximated by assuming linear interpo latio n for p , It , and u between two nodes
on the boundary , such as nodes 1 and 2 in Fig. 3.2b.
To complete the specificatio n of the moment um , energy, an d gen eral convect ion-
diffusion equat ions at outflow boun dar ies, the integrated convection flux across the
bo undary has to be incorp ora ted into the forms of the discretiz ed equations that
have been obtained from element cont ributions alone . Thi s is don e by addin g tbe
int egra ted mass flux. Eq. (3.70), to t he appropria te coefficient for tbi, where 6 is
repl aced by It , u, or T for the app ro pria te equatio n.
The completion of tbe discr etized cont inuity equ at ion at out Bow bounda ries
requires special trea t ment due to t he lineari zation im posed on tb e mass flux, Eq.
(3.51) . The integral of the.9 term at the boundary is evaluated using linear inter-
polation of available densities and velocities in Eq. (3.70). This integrated mass
flux is then added to the constant term in the discrerized form of the continuity
equation obtained form element contributions alone . The 9 term is int egrated over
the boundary, by assuming that the pressure, velocit y, and temperature at node i
prevail over the control volume side :
(3.71)
The term in brackets is then added to the coefficient multip lying Pi. The 9 term
is integrated by assuming density and velocity at node i prevail over tbe control
volume edge :
where n~ and ny-are the :r,y components of ii . Substituting the mass conserving
velodty formulae Eqs . (3.34) and (3.35) for Ui and Vi , and writing the above equation
in terms of nodal pressur es:
(U;Pin~~S t_MJ + uiP;nV.:ls l_MJ)
3
- :L (d'tDjn~~SI _MJ + a,"'Djn".:lSt_'WJ) Pj
J=t
(3.73)
The first bracketed term is subt rac ted from the constan t term in the discret ized
form of the con t inuity equat ion, and the second bracketed term is added to the
appropriate coefficients multiplying Pi -
Tangency co ndition
Flow tangency conditions are applied to inviscid Rows over a surface using the
following equation:
it ·ii = 0 (3.7. )
where ii is a norm al to th e surface. In the pro posed Cv''FEM, thi s boun dary cond i-
tion is imposed by speci fying that one velocity com po nent is equal to the pr od uct
of the surface stope and the other velocity comp onent: the spec ified. value bou nd-
ary condition. Eq . (3.64) , is used to overwri te th e coefficients in the ap propriate
discretiz ed momentum equatio n, such th at the const ant te rm in this equation is
equal to th e prod uct . T he othe r velocity component is solved with no-flow, zero
diffusion boundary condit ions, thus no boundary contri butio ns or modificatio ns are
necessary to complete the disc ret iaed equation obtain ed from int ernal eleme n t con-
tribu t ions. Since one velocity component is held fixed d uring t he solut ion of the
discre tized momentu m and cont inuity equat ions, the upd at e of the fixed velocity
component lags that of the calc ulat ed velocity. After solut ion of the discreti zed mo-
ment um and continuity equa tio ns , however, tan gency is reimp osed by reevalua t ing
the produc t of th e su rface slope and the newly calc ulated veloci ty compo nent .
3.6 .5 S u m m ary
Th e derivation of the discretiz ed forms of the integral conserva t ion equations for
mass, moment um , and energy were presented in this sectio n. T he result is a set
of nonlinear algeb raic equations which are solved us ing th e procedures discussed in
the next sectio n.
3. 7 Solution of t he Discretized Equa ti ons
In the proposed met hod , a set of nonlinear algebraic equatio ns for velocity, pressure.
and tempera tu re are obtained as ap proximations of th e integral conserv at ion of
momentum, mass , an d energy , respectively. T he ncnlinearities in the equations
are handled by an iterative successive substit ution procedure, in which coefficients
are evalua te d in each itera ti on with best availabl e values. The overal l so lution
procedu re employs the following series of steps;
1. Guess the pressur e field. p, veloci ty field. u and 1:. and temperature fie ld. T .
2. Evaluate the nodal values of dens ity using availab le field values of pressure
and temperature in the equation of state. Eq. (3.5)
3. Determine the coefficients in the discretized momentum equations. Eqs. (3.46)
and (3.47).
4. Calculate the pseudo-velocity fields for t he .r- and y-momentum equations
using Eqs. (3.55) to (3.58) . Ap ply the appropriate boundary condit ions to u"
V;, d'tand dj .
5. Calculat e the coefficients in the discretized cont inuity equation . Eq. (3.61).
App ly the appropriate boundary conditions, and solve the discret ized con ti-
nuity equation set using a tridiagonal matrix algorithm (TOMA).
6. Use the pressures calculated in ste p (5) to complete t he discret ized momentum
equations, Eqs. (3.46) and (3.47).
7. Apply the required boundary conditions, if needed , under -relax the mo men-
tum equations (see Section 3.7.1), and solve the discrerized forms of the x- ,y-
mome ntum equa tions separa tely using a TOM:\. .
8. Return to step (2) and repeat the algorithm to convergence.
3 .7 .1 R elaxation of the D iscreti zed Equations
The discrer ized equations that are solved in the above solution algori thm are non-
linear and st rongly coupled . The non linearities are handled by the itera t ive na-
ture of the algorithm, wherein the coefficients are evaluated in each ite rat ion with
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best available est imates of the req uired variab les. The so lut ion algorithm does no t
guarantee convergen ce, as nonlinearities may be so st rong that they may cause co-
efficients and th e solut ion to osc illa te or diverge. This p roble m is co ntro lled in the
proposed eVFE),l by using th e imp licit under-r elax ati on techniques of Patankar
IU).
To under-relax the .r-mc mentu m equ ation. Eq . (3..16), it is first wri tt en as Iol-
lows:
u, = (:>;:a~u" + b:p, + :>;:b~p" + .:) f a: (3. 7S)
Th e vel ue of u. from a previous ite ration, u j. can then be added to both sides of
Eq. (3.i 5), and th e resulting equat ion may be rewritten as follows:
where the new brack eted term rep resents the change in u; between two success ive
iterations. Th e ma gni tude of th is chang e may become so larg e that it could cause
dive rgence. To control the ra te of change in the so lu tio n betwee n ite ra tions , a
relaxa t ion term. Q" , is included in Eq. (3.i6) as follows :
Il , = u:+ n"[ (~:a: u... + b~p, + ~ b:.o.. + e~) Ia': - u:] (3. 77)
When n . is grea te r th an zero, but less tban one, the eq uation is unde r-relaxed , and
changes in u. between iterat ions are red uced , thus p romotin g convergence . Th e
small er the magnitude oCQ .. the smaller t he correspondi ng changes in u, . Equa tion
(3.77) can be rewrit ten in a form similar to Eq. (3.46 ):
A compariso n of Eq. (3.78) with Eq. (3.46), shows t ha t the coefficient multiplying
u, has been modified, and a new expli citl y evalua ted term has been added to the
right hand side. When convergence is reached . u, = u; . and Eq . (3.78) reduces to
Eq. (3.46).
A similar method is used in the proposed CVFE),[ to under -re lax the y-momentum
and energy equations. using the parameters au and a T . respecti vely. T he continuity
equation is not relaxed , as this would imply mass source or sink terms in the dis-
cret ized equation . The opt imum values of au , Q u• and O'Twhich ensure the fastest
convergence of the solution algo rit hm may be prob lem dependent, th erefore. they
have to be determined by tes ting several values in the context of the particular
prob lem of interest .
3.8 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the formulation of a CVFEM developed for the solution
of stea dy. two-dimensio nal . viscous compressib le fluid flowpro blems. Results gener-
ated by this method in tbe solution of several example flow prob lems are presen ted
in the next chapter, and conclusions from this work are discussed in Chapter 5
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.1: Discretization of an irregular-shaped. calculation domain by the pro-
posed two-dimensional CVFEM: (a) th ree-node tr iangular elements; and (b) polyg-
onal contro l volumes.
(a j
(b)
Figure 3.2: Details or the domai n discretintion, and related nomenclature: {al an
internal node; and (b) a boundary node.
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Chapter 4
Results
4. 1 Introduction
The main goal of this thesis is the formulation and implementat ion of a MAW-based
CVFEM for steady, two-dimensional, viscous compressible fluid flows. During the
course of th is work, C'....F EM's for quasi -one-dimensional and two-dimensional fluid
flow probl ems were developed . Th e formulation of the one-dimensional CVF EM
was presented in Chapte r 2, and the two-dimensional CVFEM was described in
Chapter 3. To evalua te the capabilit ies and limitations of these metho ds . th ey
were applied to several test problems, and th e results generated. are presented in
this chapter. Th e one-dimensional CVFE M was tested in the context of several
steady, quas i-one-dimensional, inviscid fluid flow problems. The performance of
the two-dimensional CV FEM was evaluated. in the context of four inviscid and one
viscous flow prob lems .
The remainder of this cha pter is divided int o two sections. In Sect ion 4.2, t he
one-d imensional test problems are presented, and the CVFEM results are compared
with th eor etical solut ions. In Section 4.3 , the two-d imensional test problems ar e
described, and th e CVFEM results are compared with experimental or numerical
data available in the literatur e.
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4 .2 Quasi-One-Dimensional Test Problems
4.2 . 1 Introd uction
T he one-d imensio nal CVFEM was tested in the context of several steady quasi-
one-dimensional inviscid fluid flow problems. The two most interesting prob lems
are presented here . Th e first prob lem simulates shoc k-free continuous accelera-
tion thro ugh a converging-diverging nozzle. an d the seco nd proble m simu lates a
converging -diverging nozzle flow with a shock.
T he duc t geome try used in these proble ms is sho wn in Fig. 4.1. For both
problems, the resu lts generated by the CVFEM are compared wit h t heore t ical
results obtained from isentro pic Bow and Donn a! shock relat ions [16].
The proposed CV FEM bas been formula ted to solve th e following set of gov-
ern ing equations:
Continuity :
Momentum:
d dp d(dU) 1 d(d )
- (pwuu) = -W-+- JjW - +S" w + - - j..l - (uw)
dx dr dr fir 3dr ds:
Ene rgy:
d d ( k d:I') ST 1 ( dP)
- (pwuT ) = - - w- + w - + - uw-
ds: dr e"dr e" e" dr
State:
p = :'T
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
(H )
T hese equa tions govern the steady How of a viscous B.uid th rough a variable ar ea
duct . Th e proposed CV FEM may be used to solve for inviscid , non-co nducting,
fluid flows when the viscosi ty and thermal conductivity in Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) are
set equal to zero. The governing equations then become the Euler and energy
equations for an tnviscid. non-conducting flow.
The initial distributions of the dependent va riables t hroughout the calcu lation
domains were det ermined from the theoretical solution to each problem. In t hese
problems, t he duct geometry and the flow condi t ions at t he duct inlet were specified .
This informa tion was used in the isent ropi c flow and normal shock relat ions [161
to determine tbe theoretical solution to the prob lem. To determine t he initial
distributions for tbe CVFEM solutions , a linear variation in pressure was ass umed
between the spec ified inflow and theoretical outflow pressures, and the temperature
within the duct was set to tbe inflow boundary temperature. These pressure and
temperature distributions were then used to calculate the density field, which, along
with t he specified inflow Mach number and the availab le duct geomet ry, allowed the
specification of a velocity field which maintained mass conservation. This method
was used to spec ify the initial conditions for both prob lems.
The convergence of tbe solution generated by the CVFEM was monito red. by
checking the relative change in th e values of the dependent variables bet ween it er-
ations:
,r = I¢' -:: 0:1
I • I
(4.5)
where (!) could represent the dependent variables It , p, or T . Th e aste risk in Eq .
(4.5) indica tes a vralue available from a pre vious iterat ion , and th e overbar indicates
a normalizing value, take n as th e inlet velocit y, pressure , and temperature for (t '
(f, and (; , respectively. Iterations in th e solu t ion algorithm were terminated when
the max imum of (t. !f, and (f was less then 10- 6 . Th e re laxa tion parameters used
in the problems presen ted in thi s sect ion were 0" = or = 0.5.
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4.2.2 Shock-Free Flow through a Converging-Diverging Noz-
zle
The isentro pic co ntinuous ly accelera ting Bow of an io..-iscid fluid th rough a converging.
diverging nozzle is cons idered in this subsect ion . The problem is illustr ated schemer-
ically in fig. 4. 1. .-\ subso nic B.ow at ~Iach number Jf lo sta t ic pressure pv. and
temperature T1 enters t he converging part of the nozzle and accelerates to sonic
conditions at the nozzle throat . After passing through the t hroat . th e flowcontinues
to accelerate su perso nical ly in the diverging port ion of tb e nozzle, to a maximum
outlet Mach num ber M, . at pressure pz and temperature T, . Th e cross-sect ional
area of the nozzle v'aries smoot hly from in let to outlet . and is given by the Icllcwing
relat ions :
h = hIlt + (hi - hut) ( 1 - I)2
( r L)'h = hill + (h, - hth ) -i-
r < L (4.6)
(4.7)
where, h Ilt is the heigh t of the nozzle throat , or minimum cross-sect ional area of
the nozzle, hi and h'l are the d uct height s at the inlet and outlet , resp ectively, and
L and L. are the lengths of the converging and diverging portions of the nozzle,
respect ivelyt,
For cont inuously accelerat ing Bow to exist in the nozzle. th e inflow boun dary
conditions. and the rat io or in let and th roat areas, have to be de fined. such that
a subsonic Row ent ers the converging part of the nozzle and accelerates to so nic
condit ions at th e nozzle th roat . In the dive rging port ion of the nozzle, the Bow will
contin ue to accelera te supersonical ly when the pressure at t he out flow boundary is
equal to, or less than. t hat required to permi t a cont inuous su personic expansion
fcom th e nozzle t hro at. When th is cond it ion on out let pressu re is met , the exit
~fach number. M'l' is determined by th e ra tio of throa t and exit Row areas .
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The problem conside red her e is tha t of shock-free nozzle Bow. th erefore. the
80w at the out flow bounda ry is su personic. and no out flow boundary condit ions
are required. At th e inflow bou ndary, Ph T" and JI lt are held fixed using specified
value boundary conditio ns. T he geometry of tbe nozzle used in this problem was
designed to accelerate a ).(ach 0.3 ftow to ).Iach 2. thro ugh a throa t height of
J x 1O-2m. The geome try and Bow con diti ons were dete rm ined. from the isentro pic
Bow relations [16) to give:
(4.8)
Pt = lOOkPa P2 = 13.6039kPa
'\{ t = 0.3 Jfz = 2.0
T1 = 300K
L = a.lm
L" = a.lm
hi = 6.105 x 1O- 2m
h Ill = 3 x IO-2 m
h2 = 5.0625 x 1O- 2m
Results were generat ed on six grids with uniform dist ributions of 25, 51. 101, 201.
301. and 401 nodes. In each of these grids . a node was always placed at t he nozzle
thr oat . The distributions of M. p/ Po. and TITo from both numerical an d th ecret -
ical solutions are shown in Figs . -1. .2 and 4.3. The pressure and tempera t ure are
nonn alized with respect to t he stagnation pressure and temperature, respectively.
The solutions genera ted on al l of t he grids ace in good agreement with the tbeo-
rerical scluticn ia th e subsonic ponion of the flow. The increased accuracy obtained
wit h higher grid resolut ion becomes quite apparent in the supersonic ponion of the
flow. The largest error in t he flow variables occu rs in the outflow Mach numbe r,
AI, _ T he calculated values of .\I, . M2alU:. genera ted on each of t he grids . and the
percentage error in this value when com pared with the theoret ical value of 2.0. ace
repon ed in Tab le 4.1.
The percentage erro r reduces by a factor of approxima tely one half when the
grid spacing is halved . The values of M2=lc generated on the 101, 20 1, and 401
nod e grids were used in the following equation:
At,.,..... = '\['laic + C(~)" (4.9)
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to determine tbe order of accuracy of the pro posed CVFE~I. In Eq. (4.9). .\.(~n..", is
the calcula ted value of '\ [2 t bat would be expected in a grid independent solutio n.
and n is the orde r of accuracy of the method based on the grid size. .:lx. Solving for
nand .V2n u m • gives values of 0.9848 and 1.9999. respectively. This means that the
proposed one-d imensional CVFE~[ is first-order accurate . This is an expected re-
suit. because MAss \ Veight ed (MAW) interpolat ion reduces to an upwinding scheme
in one-di me nsional flows. and upwinding is recogn ized as being first-o rde r accurate
when viewed as a truncation of a Taylor's series exp ansion .
Calculated values for the throat Mach number, A1t1lt and tbe perce ntage erro r
when it is com pared with the theoretical value of 1.0, are also included in Tab le
4.1. .-\S can be seen from this table, the numerical Af t h is never l.O, however , it
inc reases from a value of 0.9778 on the 25 node grid, for an error of .2 .22% , to a
value of 0.9936 on the 401 node grid , for an erro r of -0.64%. It shou ld be note d th at
for all grids , t he Mac h num ber at the first node pas t t he th roat is always slightly
larger than L O.
4 .2 .3 Converging-Dive r gin g No zzle Flow with a Normal
Shock
Inviscid flow throu gh a converging-d iverging nozzle. with a normal shock in the
dive rgent part of the nozzle , is considere d in this subsection . The problem is iJ·
lust rated schematically in Fig. 4.1. The subsonic flow at Mach number J'h, sta tic
pressure PI ' an d te mperature TI , ente rs t he duct and accele rates to sonic cond i-
tions at the nozzle th roat. In the dive rgent po rtio n of the duct, the flow begins to
acce lerate su personical ly, however , the outlet sta t ic pressure, P2, is specified such
t ha t it will not perm it cont inuo us superso nic accelerat ion . Due to this impo sed
outle t pressure , a normal shock is gener ated in the nozzle . Afte r the shock, the
flow decele ra tes subsonical ly to M2 , P2, and T2 at the nozzle exi t .
Th e Bow thro ugh a converging-diverging nozzle is shock-free when the back
pressure at the nozzle outle t is equal to. or tess than. tha t required for conti nuous
supersonic accelerat ion in t be diverge nt part of the nozzle. If t he back pressu re
is highe r than this value, a shock will be generated in the divergent portio n of
the nozzle. and the Bowdecele rates subson ically after the shock. The posit ion and
st rength of th is shock are det erm ined from the nozzle geometry and the value of the
outlet pressure. If the back pressu re is high enough, t he shock propagates upstream
until the th roat . and beyond t his condition the nozzle acts as a conventio nal venturi
tube [161. In this problem , t he geometry and inBow conditions of the nozzle are th e
same as those given in Section 4.2.2, for a nozzle designe d for shock-free acceleratio n
from Mach 0.3 to Mach 2.0. A shock was specified to occur at Mach 1.5, and th e
duct geometry, inlet condit ions , and pre-shock Mach num ber ( '''! shk = 1.5) were
used in the isent ropic Bow and normal shock relat ions [16} to generate a theoretical
solutio n for the B.ow through th e nozzle:
L = O.lm
L e = O.lm
h t = 6.105 x 1O-2m
hlh = 3 x 1O-2m
h2 = 5.0625 x 1O- 2m
PI = l00kPa
T t = 300K
_\[, = 0.3
P2 = 88.3127kPa
Af 2 = 0.40672
lv! . hk = 1.5
X,h k = 0.15062m
.\.14 / 1 = 0.70109 (4.10)
where .\;1' 11" and M4/ t are th e pre- and post-s hock Mach numbers, respectively, and
Xsh k is the posit ion at which th e shock occurs . To simula te t his pro blem numerically,
the in let condit ions Mil pr , a nd T, were held fixed using specified value boundary
conditio ns. T he flow aft of th e shock is subsonic , so a pressu re must be specified at
the ou tflow boundary . This pressure was fixed at the th eoreti cal value required to
genera te a shock at Mach 1.5. This problem was simu lated on th ree uniform grids
consist ing of 51, 101, and 401 nodes.
The variat ion of .H , piPo. and T ITo a long t he nozzle for t he numeri cal and
theoret ical [161 solu tions are illust ra ted in Fig . -IA. The stagn at ion pressure and
temperatu re used to normalize the st atic pressure an d temperature in these figures
ar e t he values of Po and To at the inflow boundary. As sho wn in Fig. -1 .-1. all
CVFE),[ solutions capture the shock in the di vergent portion of the nozzle and
the su bsonic deceleration aft of the shock. T he shock is smeared over several grid
poin ts. however, as illustrated by the finit e gradient s of .H. piPo. and T ITo ac ross
the shock . T he degree of smearing is reduced. and th e resolution of the shock is
impr uv...ed , wit h an increase in the numbe r of nodes .
Result s from the CVFE~[ solut ions are reported in Table -1.2. The values of
;\'£""10 , the maximum Mach number prior to the shock, and th e percentage error in
t his value compar ed with the theoretical M~h" of 1.5, are recor ded in this tab le.
The posi tion of J1.hJ.. X, lIk , compared with the theo retical locat ion of the sho ck,
.:t,hk = 0.15062m . is als o incl uded. As shown in Table -1.2, the maxi mum valu e of
'\[,hk. was underestimated by all three CV FE M solut ions. with the maxi mum value
of 1.-1446 obtained on the 401 node mesh . for an error of -3.69 %. The positio n of
J[~hk. is also underestimated by the CVFEM solut ion. with the best estimate from
th e -101 node mesh in error by .2.74%. T his underest imation of J[~hk and X. hk
is due to the smearing of steep gradi ents inheren t in t he CVFEM due to the use
of upwind interpolation. In Table 4.2, the smeari ng of the shock is measured by
the distance .6X.hk , which is defined as the d ist ance from the position of M~hk to
t he posit ion at which the Mech numbe r is equal to , or less t han . the theoretical
post-shock Mach number, Al a!1 = 0.70109. whil e N. hk is defined as the number of
nodes included in t his distance. .-\5should be expected, th e degree of smearing is
redu ced on the finer mesh , to a minim um of 0.0065m, even t houg h the number of
nodes with in the shock inc reases to a maximum of 13. Smearing of the shock can
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be significantly redu ced with the use of adaptive grids (91. but the ap plicati on of
such grids was outside the scope of this th esis.
4.2.4 Sum mary
The problems presented in this sect ion have demonstrated that t he proposed one-
dimensional CVFE~[ can gene rate solut ions to isentr opic and non-isen tropic , invis-
cid . non-conducting comp ressible fluid Bow prob lems chat are in good agreement
with t heoretic al solutio ns. The method has been found to be first-o rder acc ura te
in the problems solved .
4 .3 Two-D imensional Test Problems
4 .3 .1 Introduct io n
The results gene rated. by tbe proposed two-d imensional CVF EM in the solut ion
of five compressib le Bow proble ms are prese nted in this sect ion. Th e prob lems
presented here inclu de; ( 1) inviscid subsonic, tra nsonic , and superso nic Bow t hro ugh
a channel with a circu lar arc bump on one wall: (2) inviscid Bow thro ugh a two-
d imensional plan ar converging-diverging nozzle ; and (3) t he interaction of a shock
with a laminar bou nda.ry layer on a fiat pla te. Th e solutions generated by the
proposed CVFEM are compared with nu mer ical and experimental da ta avail ab le
in the litera tu re.
T he proposed CVFEM has been formulated to solve the following set of equa-
tio na:
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Conti nuity:
.r-momeutum:
a a
a;.:(pu ) + ay (pv ) = 0 (U l )
2..(puu ) + ~(pt:u) -~ + .i. ("~) + ~ (JJ.~) + S" (..1.12)
ax By 8x8x8x8yfJy
+ ~~ ("~) + ~ ("~) - ~~ ("~)38x ax (}y ax 38x 8y
y-mome ntum:
Energy:
8p a (au ) a ( au)
-- + - IJ- + - p.- + S"{Jyaxaxay{Jy
+ ~~ ("~) + ~ ("i!:'.) _~~ ("~)3{Jy ay ax {Jy 3{Jy ax
(4. 13)
State:
~ (~'!!:.) + ~ (~'!!:.) + ST
ax ep8x By epay
~ (u~ + v~) + ~4l (4.14)
e, ax {Jy e,
p
p = RT (4. 15)
Altho ugh the proposed method has been developed to solve viscous flow prob-
lems, it was also tested in the con text of some inviscid How prob lems. There are
very few lam inar viscous compressible flow problems. tbat have been used for test-
ing num eri cal meth ods, repo rted in t he literat ure. The invisc id flow prob lems used
here have been im plemen ted by ot ber researchers, and they demonstrate the effec-
tive uess of the propose d CVFEM in the simulat ion of some important feat ures of
compressible Bows.
The equat ions governing stea dy, two-dimensional , inviscid , non-conducting, com-
pressible fluid flow are obta ined from Eqs. (4.11) to (4.15) by sett ing the dynam ic
viscosity , u, and the thermal cond uct ivity, k, equa l to zero.
x-momentum:
y-momentum:
Energy :
~(puu) + ~(pvu) = -~ + S"ax &y ax
~(puv ) + ~(pvv) ~ -~ + S"
or Uy Uy
a a sr 1 (lip lip)
- (puT) + -(pvT) ~ - + - u - + v -
or Uy e,e,arUy
(U6)
(U 7)
(4.18)
Equations (4.16) and (4.17) ace refe rred to as the Euler equations. The continuity
and state equations a re unmodified.
In al l prob lems presented. in this section, the converge nce oftbe ite rative solution
a.lgorithm was monitored using Eq. (4.5) . In this equation, the changes in the values
of u , u, and p at each node in the calculation domai n. betwee n successive iterations
of t he so lut ion algorithm, were normalized with respect to inlet u velocity for lj and
t:~, and inlet static pressure for t:f. The ite rations in t he solution algorith m were
ter minated when the maximum of all li values was less tha n 10- 5 . In th e prob lems
conside red here, the lj component was the slowest to reach the converge nce criteria.
The following subsections describe the problems solved , and the solutions gen-
erated by the proposed CVFE~1 are compared with available numerical or experi-
mental data.
4 .3.2 Inviscid Flow through a C hanne l with a Circular Ar c
Bump
Introduction
T he simu latio n of inviscid flow th roug h a channel wit h a circular arc bump on
one wall has become a standard tes t prob lem to validate numerical methods for
compressible flow. Th e problem is illustrated schematically in Fig . 4.5. A flow
at Mach number J Ilt static pressure Pt. and temperature T t • enters a channel of
length 3L and height L. A circular ar c bum p of height he and chor d L is centered
on the bottom wall of the channel. The height of the bump is defined in terms of
a percentage of the chord lengt h. The flow exits the duct at Mach numbe r .H2 ,
sta tic pressure P2, and temperat ure T2 . Problems involving subsonic. t ra nsonic,
and supersonic flows through the channel have been solved.
The equations used to simulate this problem were tbe Euler equations, Eqs.
(4.16) and (4.17). the energy equation , Eq. (4.18), the continuity equation. Eq.
(4.11), and the equation of state, Eq. (4.15). The boundary conditions used were
specified value at inlet and tangency at the walls. In the ap plication of the tan gency
boundary condition , the singularities at the leadi ng and trailing edges of the bump
had to be taken into account . To correctly simulate t he shape of the bump at the
leadi ng edge , the v velocity was set such that the flow vecto r was par al lel with the
slope of the bump. At the trailing edge , however, the 11 velocity was set equal to
zero in order to provide tangency with the channel wall. It is not possib le to ensu re
tangency wit h both the channe l wall and the surface of the bump, so the proposed
treatment is a compromise. T his t reatment is not symmetric, and it leads to some
asymm etry of the solu tions in one of the problems discussed below. At the inflow
of all test pro blems with this geome try . the inlet sta tic pressure , tem perature. and
Mach num ber were fixed. At the outflow of the subso nic and t ransonic flow test
problems . the flow was subsonic, t herefore, the outflow static pressu re was set to a
fixed value. In the problems solved here, the inlet and out let sta tic press ures were
defined to be equi valent. For the supersonic flow prob lems no outflow boundary
conditions were required.
In the defi nit ion of the initia l flow conditions for each prob lem, the pressu re,
tempera ture. an d velocity specified a t inlet were assumed to prevai l th roughout the
duct . During the solution of the prob lems , the relaxation parameters O'u. 0'". and
O'T were assigned values of 0.3.
Xumerical resu lts to these probl ems have been gener a ted by several researchers.
for example ~i [18] an d Eidelman et al. [19]. The resu lt s obtained in [18] and [191
were used to evaluate t he solutions from the proposed CVFEM. ~i [18] used an
explici t second-order accurate FV).,L incorp orat ing mu ltigrid solut ion techniques .
on a 65x 17 nod e grid having 33 nodes concent ra ted over t he bump. Eidelman et al .
[19] used first - an d second-order accu ra te Go dunov FD M' s on grids of unspec ified
reso lution. The resu lts gene ra ted by th e CVFEM of Hooke y [9) 00 a 61 x 21 node
uniform grid are also used for comparison.
T he proposed CVF EM was used with two different grids, as shown in f ig. 4.6,
to generate solutio ns to each of the three pro blems cons id ered. Each grid consisted
of 61x21 nodes or 2400 elements . An initial or 'uniform' gri d was generated by
specifying a uni form distribut ion of nodes around the boundary of t he calculat ion
domain, and using transfinite interpolation (23) to generate the internal mesh. The
second grid concent ra ted nodes near the bo ttom surface of the d uct and near the
bump as shown in Fig . 4.6b .
In the disc ussion of the results generated by the proposed CVFEM. the distri-
butions of M , pIPe, and T ITa along the top an d bottom walls of the chan nel are
compar ed with the dat a of Ni 118], Eidelman et al. [19] and Hookey [9]. Plots of the
isoMacb tines are also included to validate the physical fea tur es of the calcu lated
flow.
Subsonic Fl ow
In th e simulation of inviscid subsonic flow throug h t he channe l, the inlet Mach
number was set eq ual to 0.5, and t he height of the bump was de fined as 10% of the
chord. In th is problem. the singularit ies at the leading and trailing edges of the
bump generate pressure disturbances that propagate up and downstream to pro.... ide
a smooth change in Mach number. T he flow accelerat es over the forward part of the
bump , due to the decrease in flow area . to a maximum velocity over the center of
the bum p. The flowthen decelerates on the aft portion of the bump. Since the flow
remains subsonic and is inviscid , there sho uld be no dissipative losses, there fore.
the flow should return to t he inlet Mach numb er a t outlet. Dissipative losses would
mani fest themse lves as a reduct ion in stagn ation pressure of the flow, and since the
static pressures at inlet and outlet are equivalent , this would lead to an outlet Mach
number less than 0.5. The difference between ..VII and "\-/2 illust rates the degree of
pressure recovery in t he solu tion .
The following geometry and flow conditions were used in the simulation of th is
prob lem:
L = O.lm PI = lOOkPa P2 = lOOkPa
hs = O.Olm T1 = 300K
.\-/ 1 = 0.5
(4.19)
The Mach number distributions along the up per and lower walls of th e chan nel are
shown in Fig. 4.7. and the isoMach lines are plot ted in rig. 4.8
T he results generated by the proposed CVFEM are compared with t hose of Ni
[18] and Hookey [9J in rigA. 7. As shown in this figure. t he CVFE M solutions give a
nonsymmetric solution , but this is due to the different boundary condit ions applied
at the leading and trailing edges of the bump. The proposed CVF EM underpredicts
the maxim um Mach number, with the best result of 0.668 being obtained on grid
2. T he maximum Mach numbers predicted by Ni [18] and Hookey [9] are 0.694 and
0.680. respectively. The pro posed CVFEM also indicates rela t ively poor pressure
recovery aft of tbe bump. The isoMach lines in Fig. 4.8 indicate the asymmetry
introd uced due to the boundary condit ions.
(4.20)
Transonic Flow
In the simulation of inviscid transonic flow through the channel , the inlet Mach
number was set equal to 0.675, and the bump height was specified as 10% of the
chord. For this inflow Mach number and duct geometry, the Mach number of the
flow smoothly reduces to a minimum at the bump leading edge. The flow then
accelerates over the bump to form a supersonic region that is terminated by a
normal shock on the aft portion of the bump . After the shock. the flow recovers
to near inlet conditions. Since a shock is present , the stagnation pressure near the
bottom channel wall reduces, the refore, the outlet Mach number near the bottom
surface is less than the inlet Mach number, because the inlet and outlet static
pressures are equivalent. There is some pressure recovery aft of the shock , however,
as the shock does not extend across the full height of the duct. The reduction in
Mach number at the outlet reflects the loss in stagnation pressure.
The following geometry and flow conditions were specified for this problem:
L = O.lm PI = lookPa 1>2 = 100kPa
hB = O.DIm T1 = 300K
.M1 = 0.675
The Mach number distributions along t be upper and lower walls of the channel are
plotted in Fig. 4.9 and the isoMach lines are shown in Fig. 4.10
In Fig.4.9 , the results gene rated by the proposed CVFEM are compared with
the FDM results of Eidelman et at. [19] and Hookey [9]. Tbis comparison is not
very favourable for the proposed CVFEM, as the maxim um Mach number on the
bump is underpredicted, and the shock is not apparent. The maxim um Mach
numbers predicted by t he proposed CVFEM are 1.0048 and 1.04 on grids 1 and 2,
respectively. The value predicted by Eidelman et al. is 1.187 and 1.142 is predicted
by Hookey. The location of the maximum Mach number on the upper wall is also
poorly predicted by tbe proposed CVFEM, as is the pressu re recovery aft of tbe
shock. This poor performance is relat ed to the first-or der nature of the mass-
weighted interp olation scheme used in t he proposed metho ds. Bot h Eidelman er
al. [19J and Hookey [9) use highe r order schemes which do not smear variations
in flow properti es as much as the proposed method , and both give more accurate
representations of physical flows.
T he isoMach plots shown in Fi g. 4.10, illust rate the expected asymm etry in the
solution , but the shock is not present .
Supersonic Flow
Inviscid supersonic flow through the channel was simula ted using an inlet Mach
number of 1.65 and a bump height of 4% chord length . When the flow thr ough
the channel is subsonic , pressure dis tu rbances generate d by the singu lari ties at the
leadin g and trailing edges of the bump can propagate upstr eam to provide a smoot h
decrease in Mach number. When t he flow is supersonic, however. as in th is problem ,
t hese disturbances coalesce into oblique shocks. The lead ing edge shock reflects off
the upper channe l wall, and interacts wit h the trai ling edge shock. The leading and
trailing edge, and reflected shocks are weakened by expansio n waves propagat ed
into the flow from the convex surface of the bump. T his problem is an inte rest ing
and cha llenging test of the propos ed CVFEM as t hree shocks and the appropriate
tu rning of the flow across the shocks , must be captured .
T he following geometry and flow conditions were used in the simulat ion of this
problem:
L = O.lm Pl = 100kPa
hB = O.OO4m T l = 300K (4.21)
M1 = 1.65
Th e Mach number distrib utions along t he upper and lower walls are shown in
Fig. 4.11 and the isoMach lines ar e plott ed in Fig. 4.12.
In Fig . 4.11, the results generated by the proposed CVF EM are compare d wit h
the FD~[ resu lts of Eide lman et el. [19], and the CVFEM resu lts of Hookey (91. This
figure illustrates that the proposed CVFEM unde rest imates the maximum ),[ach
number on the lower wall. Also the minimum )"fach number. at the location where
the shock is reflected from the upper wall . is overestimated . Furthe r, th e influence
of the reflected shock on the lowe r wall Mach numb er at the end of t he domain
is overest ima ted. These difficulties are due to the low-order of the inte rpolatio n
scheme used in the proposed CVFEM .
The isoMach lines show..n in Fig . 4.12 indica te that the proposed e VFE,.1 has
captured the shocks at the leading and trailing edges of t he bump , with bet ter
refinement of the shock on grid 2. T he shock reflect ion is rather diffuse, however ,
as shown by the coarse spacing of tbe isoMach lines on the upper wall. The effect
of the coarse mesh aft of the bump is apparent from Fig. 4.12b.
4 .3 .3 In v iscid F low through a P lanar Converging-Diverging
Nozzle
In th is problem, the continuous accelerat ion of an inviscid flow from subso nic to
supersonic speeds in a planar converging-diverging nozzle is simulated. Th e prob-
lem is illus t ra ted schematically in Fig . 4.13. Planar or rectan gular cross-section
nozzles have been used. on the jet engines fitted to high performan ce aircraft [201.
These nozzles allow ..'ariable engine inlet geometry, and thrust ..-ectoring or re-
..-ersing. which permits the design of highly man euverable planes possessing better
performance characteristics than would be possib le wit h axisymmetric nozzles 120J.
A series of tests were performed by NASA to de term ine tbe performance of several
nozzle designs, and tbe experime ntal data from one of th ese tests is used to check
the results produced by tbe proposed CVFEM. T he nozzle simulated is the 8 2
nozzle report ed by Mason et aI. [20J. With reference to Fig. 4.13, which shows the
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bottom half of the nozzle. the 82 nozzle has the following dimension s:
hIlt = 1.37 )( 1O- 2m 9 = 22.330 h i = 3.52 x 1O- 2m
L t = 5.78 x 1O-2m J = 11.24° h, = 2.46 x 1O-2m (-1.22)
L~ = 5.i8 x 1O-2m re = 2.7-1x 1O-2m
A smo oth transitio n from the contoured throat to the st raight duct walls gives
inlet an d ou tlet d uct balf- heights. hi and h1• of 3.52 x IO-2 m and 2.-16x to-2m .
respec t ively. The ra t ios of th ese d uct heights gives a ra t io of inlet stagnation
press ure to out let s ta t ic pressu re of 8.813 (161. When the )l AS.-\.test condit ions of
300K for inlet st agnation tem perature. and I01.3kPa for ou tl e t static pressure are
used with the duc t geom etry in the isentro pic 80w re lations fI6] . th e following flow
conditions are obtained:
PI = 859 .7i2kPa Pth = -I7l.633kPa P2 = 101.3kPa
T1 = 296.8K Tela = 250K T2 = 161K (4.23)
.\ [1 = 0.23257 ." [ flt = 1.0 M'l = 2.07635
Th e calc ula tion do mai n used in this simula t ion was the half of t he nozzle shown in
Fig. -U 3. Thi s dom ai n wasdisc.ret ized with the two grids shown in Fig. -U 4. Th ese
grids consisted of31)( 11, and 61x 21 nodes . or 600, and 2400 elements , respectively.
The y were generated using a uniform dist ribut ion of nodes on the boundaries of
t he do main . and t rans finit e interpo lation (23) to determine the inte rnal mesh .
The init ial flow conditions in the nozzle were determined by inte rpolati on of the
resu lts of the isentropic analysis. Eq . (4.23). The st atic p ressure and tem per at ure
wer e assumed to vary linearl y from the inlet to th e th roat. and tb en from the
t hroa t to tb e out let boundary. The dens ity field was calc ulated from tbe speci fied
dis t ribut ion of press ure and tem perature. Using the given inlet Mach number, duct
geometry, and density field. a u velocit y field that ma intained mass conserva t ion
was calc ulated. T he v velocity was tben defined such that the velocit y vecto r was
everywhe re tangent to the local grid lines. To maintain a constan t Mach number
across th e inlet. it was necessary to determ ine u and v based on the angle the grid
lines made wit h the inlet plane or t he du ct . rberefore. u and v were non-ccnsean e
along the nozz le entr ance.
The bou ndary condit ions used in this proble m were speci fied stat ic pressure .
temperat ure . an d veloci ty at the inle t. and specified static p ressure at the outlet.
Tangency conditions were applied. a t the duct wall and the symmetry plane. The
init ial an d boundary conditions im ply t hat the fluid entering the du ct is not paral lel
with the I axis . It was round that th e inflow had to be orien ted in this manne r to
provide tangency at the d uct wall , ot herwise the sharp turning o f th e Sow just afte r
ente ring tbe nozzle. and the ill-conditioned. coefficients in t he discretized equa t ions
in this vicini ty. led to convergence difficult ies. Furtherm ore, this provides a realis-
tic simula tion or the physical prob lem, as the subsonic inle t would allow pressure
distu rbances caused by the liow turni ng to propa gate upst ream. and generate a
smooth turni ng or the ftow as it ent ers the du ct .
Figures 4. 15 and 4.16 show t he vari at ion in tbe ratio or st atic pressure to inle t
stagn at ion pressure along the lower d uct wall, and the symmetry plan e. respect ively.
[0 these figures . th e two CVFEM solutions are compared ~ith th e ex perim ental da ta
or Mason et al. (191. The expe rimen tal pressure data. was recorded along the center-
line or t he lower duct wall. and tbe ce nterline or the duct end wall . The nozzle tested
in 119Jhad a rectan gular cross-sect ion wit h a constant widt h or 10.12 x 1O-2m. The
plots in F igs. ..U5 and 4.16 show tha t th e results generated. on the 31 x 11 and
61 x 21 node grids are in good agreement with the experimental dat a . with the
finer grid p roviding t he expected better accuracy .
The isoM ach lines generated. from tbe CV FEM solut ions are sb.own in Fig. 4.17.
Th is figure illus tr a tes tha t for the two CV FE M solut ions the Mach number at the
wall reaches a value of one before the throa t , and the Bow at t he centerline becomes
sonic jus t after tb e throat. as in a physical nonle ftow [17J. The iso Mach lines aft
of the throa t also demo nst rate the correct physical behav-iour when compared with
inteeferograms in [16j. A comparison of Figs. 4.17a and 4.17b illustr a te that the
61 x 21 node gr id provides the smoothest varia tion of ~..Iach numb er across the
nozzle cross-sec tio n.
4.3.4 Shock-Lamin ar Boundary La yer In t eraction
The simulation of an incident shock inte racting with a lami nar boundary layer is
a severe test of a numeric al method. T he physical behaviour of a bo undary layer
in the presence of a shock is shown schematically in Fig. 4.18. In t he absence of a
boundary layer, a shock is reflected from a 8at plate as an oblique shock of equal
turning angle [16]. The pressure increase across a shock, however, causes a bound-
ary layer to thicken in the vicinity of t he shock incidence. T he resulting pressu re
disturbance propagates upstream in the subsonic portion of the boundary layer,
which leads to smeari ng of the pressure increase across the shock . an d upstr eam
thickening of the boundary layer. T his thickening can generate compression waves
that coalesce to form a reflected shock origin ating upstream of tb e incident shock.
The actual origin of the reflected shock depends on the degree of streamline cur-
vature induced by tbe incident shock. T he incident and reflected sbocks are near ly
coincident on ly for a weak incident shock . As the shock enters the boundary layer ,
the changing Mach numbe r of the flow causes it to bend. and it terminates at
the sonic line [161. Th is bendi ng generates compression waves which coa lesce into
ano ther reflected shock. After pass ing th rough the inciden t an d reflected shock
syste m, the flow exte rnal to the boundary layer attains a higher pressur e than that
of the Bow wit hin tbe layer. This pressure di fferential causes t he flow to tum to-
wards the wall and generate expansion waves which propagate into t he freest ream
and weaken the reflected shocks [16]. If the difference between the freest ream and
bounder-.. layer pressures is sufficient . the Bow is turned so strongly towards the wall
that t he consequent reali gnm ent of th e flow at the wall generates compressio n waves
and another reflected shock. Th e degr ee of boundary layer thicken ing and the com-
plexity of the reflected shock st ruc ture are st ro ng ly depe nde nt upon the st rength
of the incident shock . If the shock is of sufficient st rengt h the boundary layer will
separate. Th e most complex shock structures occur with st rong shock-boundary
layer interactions.
Hakki nen et al. [211reported expe rime nt al st udies of the interaction of obliq ue
shocks wit h laminar boundary layers on a Bat plate. Seve ral experiments were
performed at diffe rent incid ent shock positions. ob lique shock ang les . and stagnation
pressures. Dat a reported in [21) includ es the distribution of skin frict ion coefficient,
CI t an d static to stagnatio n press ure rat io on th e su rface of the plat e. Th is data
was recorded at various values of 1'2!p" the ratio of outlet to inlet static pressures.
where 1'2 was meas ured aft of the incident and reflec ted shock system. and shock
Reynolds numbe rs, Re~h/< , based on freestream co nd it ions before the shock and the
poin t of incidence of the shock. X.h/<.
The oblique shock ang le. 9, is not reported in [21), however. it can bedetermined
by an ite ra t ive method based on sa tisfying the requ ired static pressure rise . 1'2!PIo
assumi ng t hat t he incide nt shock is reflected. as an obli que shock having equal
turn ing angle (91. T he case s imulated here corres ponds to a pressure rat io P2! Pl =
1.2. and a shock Reynolds numbe r. Re.h/<. of 2.84 x lOS. The incident point of the
shock , X.u . is 4.8768 x 1O-2m (21). and the inle t ~[ach num be r, .\.1, = 2.0. al lows
complete speci ficat ion of the varia bles defin ing t his problem [91:
X.u = 4.8768 x 1O-2m
Re.u = 2.84 x 1~
P2!PI = 1.20
.\[, = 2.0
T1 = 293K
Pl = 12.9399kPa(} = 31. 3471°
e,. = lOOS.6J l kg1K
P r = 0.72
(4.24)
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The value of Cp was evaluated at 293K. T he dynamic viscosity, IJ. was determined
fro m t he Sutherland -law ap proximation [25J:
( 383K ) ( T ) '"f.J = i.n s x l O- Sk g/ m / s~ 273/{ (4.25)
T he grid used to simula te this problem bas to be ve ry fine nea r the plate.
in order to properly resolve the behaviour of the boundary layer . Th e lam inar
bou ndary layer for a compressi ble adi abatic :Mach 2 80101,' over a flat pla te thickens
with distan ce from the leadin g edge . x , as [9J:
6% = ( R:~1/2 (4.26)
which gives a boundary layer thickness at th e incident shock locattcn. 6.llk , of only
6.406 x lO-~m . In (27). results were generated on a 32 x 32 node grid that exte nded
26% of X.hlc in front of tbe plate , and 56% of X .h.t aft of the incident point . In [261.
results were generated. using a domain exten ding of r,At upstream of t he plat e. and
50% down stream of the incident point . A uniform distribution of nodes in th e :r
d irection was employed. In t he y dir ection. the domain was split into two sections.
one corresponding to a st retched line mesh with in the boundary layer, and the
other to a un iform coarse mesh in the freestream; 16 nodes were placed in each
section . The line mesh had a thickness of approximately 2.5 tim es the boundary
layer t hickness h . The heigh t of the coarse mesh was specilied such tb at the to ta l
height of the domain was ap proxima tely 14 times the height of the line mesh. In the
CVFEM of Hookey (91 this problem was simulated on a 61 x 41 mesh with a total
of 24 nodes placed within the fine mesh region and 17 in the freestream sectio n.
Meshes consist ing of 121 x 81 and 61 x 41 nodes. as shown in Fig . 4.14. were
used in t he sim ulation of this proble m. The calc ulat ion domain extended from
I II.1lk = - 0.5, to XIX, lIk = 1.5 as shown in Fig. 4.20. The domain was divided.
into two sect ions . as in 19, 26, 27). witb coarse and line sectio ns to accommoda te
the Ireescreem and boundary layer , respective ly. As in [91 the thickness of the fine
mesh was chosen to be app roximately 30e..or 2 .34 x lO-:lm, while the height of the
coarse mesh was chosen to give a total domain height of approximately 336e. . or
2.525 x 1O-2m. For the 121 x 81 grid . a total of -Ii nodes were placed within the
fine mesh region and 34 in the freestream section. while the 61 x ·n grid employed
24 nodes in the fine mesh region and 17 nodes in the freestream section . The grids
within each section were stretched to concentrate points near the plate , and then to
provide a smooth. t ransit ion from fine to coarse meshes . These grids were stretched
using the following power law equation (9]:
( j - 1 )"Yj = Yo + Yrnu j rnaz - l (4.27)
where Yo is the height at which the section begins , Yrn= is the height of the ap-
propriate section . jm= is the number of nodes in that section, and j varies from
1 to j rn= ' For the grids used here, n was assigned values of 1.3 in the fine and
coarse meshes . A uniform dist rib ution of nodes in the z direc tion was used in both
meshes .
Th e equations solved in the simulation of this problem were the continuity.
Nevter-Stokes. energy, and state equations, Eqs. (4.11) to (4.15). Due to the large
varia tion in element size, the coefficient mat rices of the discr etized equations were
not diagonal ly dominant , and this required the use of heavy unde r-re laxa t ion to
promote convergence. Th e da ta reponed in this thesis was obtained. with Qu, Q"
and Or assigned the value of 0.3.
The boundary conditions applied. to this prob lem were specified velocity , static
pressure, and tempe rature on the inflow boundary, and the top boundary of the
calculation domai n. At the inlet plane the Mach number, pressure , and tem perature
were assigned the values of All, Ph and T l in Eq. (4.24); the v velocity component
was set equal to zero and the u ....e lociw component was determined from .\1, and
TI • Th e u and v velocity components were set equal to zero on the plat e to provide
a no slip boundary condi t ion . Between the inlet plane and the leading edge of the
plate. symmetry cond it ions were applied on the lower bou ndary, that is l! = O.
and no-flow, no-d iffusion for u. At the supersonic outflo w boundary, no boundary
condit ions were specified.
A shock was imposed on the boundary layer by altering the boundary condi tions
on the upper domai n boundary. These conditio ns were dete rmined from the normal
shock relat ions [161 , assuming that t he shock ang le was 31.3471". The post-shock
conditions, ind icated by subscript y , are (9]:
Ul/ = 674.43rnls Pl/ = 14.1857kPa
VII = -19.37rn/ s Ty = 300.8K (4.28 )
These values were specified along the top of the calculation domain. at and afte r
the origin of the oblique incident shock, as shown in Fig. 4.20.
The results generated by the proposed CVFE~1 a re compared with the exper-
imental data. of Hakkinen et al. [21J and the numerical results of Hookey [9]. The
distribution of t he static pressure ratio, plp l' and skin frict ion, ct , along the surface
of the plate are shown in Figs . ·1.21 and 4.22, respec tive ly.
The pressure rat io. P'llplt calculated from the outlet and inlet static press ures
in the calcula tio n domain. was 1.1995 for the 121 x 81 grid which is in excellent
agreement with t he expe rime ntal value of 1.2 [21J. The computed gradient of pres-
sure across the incident and reflected shock syste m is less stee p than that occurring
in the experimental da ta . T he relative smearing of th e pressu re rise in the CVFEM
solutions compared to the experimental data is quit e evide nt. At the origin of
the incident shock , the bou ndary condit ions were spec ified to give a discon tinuo us
change in conditions across the shock. As the shock pr opaga ted. into the calcu lation
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domain . it was smeared over severa l nodes, and ap proxim at ed by finite gradients.
T he experimental data illustra tes tbe upstream and downstream propaga tion of t he
pressure dist urbance within tbe bou ndary layer [161. T his region is lar ger in the
CVFE~I solutio ns. becau se the sho ck is smeared by the nume rical method. and it
is no longer a disconti nuity when it hits the boundary layer . In com parison with
t he results of Hookey. the proposed CVFE).,[ appears to have shifted the pressure
rise downst ream from the physical locat ion, i.e. the physical loca tion of the shock
interact ion is bet ter predic ted by the GVFEM in [9J.
The smearing of t he shock is responsib le for the poor agreement betwee n t he
experim ental and numerical values of Ct . Alth ough bo th CV FEM solutio ns show
a decrease in c/ near t he shock system, which indicates a slowin g of the How near
the plate , and conseq uent thickening of the boundary layer , the decrease is not as
large as in the experimental data or tha t in th e CVF EM simu latio n in [9]. T he
experi mental dat a shows a large decrease in Ct . to a minimum of 3.48 x 10- 4, while
the corresponding value from the 121 x 81 grid is 8.8263 x 10- 4 , and 9.98 12 x 10- 4
is for the 61 x 41 grid. T he min imum value of c/ predicted by th e CVFEM in [91 is
6.6647 x 10- 4 on a 61 x 41 grid . Before and after the shock syste m , the numerical
values of Cf are in good agreement with the experimental data . It appears th at the
lower-orde r inte rpo lat ion scheme used in this thesis is not capable of pred ict ing the
app ropriate extent of t he sho ck-boundary layer inte raction. The previous method
described in [91, which used a highe r-order inte rpola tion sche me appears to better
predict this behavi our , an d sugges ts th at it sho uld be revisite d .
Summary
The results presented in this section h ave shown that the proposed method is capa-
ble of simulati ng com press ible viscous flows, but its acc uracy is severely limited. by
the low-orde r mass-we ighted interp olation sche me t hat was employed. T his scheme
offers ease of imp lementa tion and derivation when compar ed with th e previous
CVFE~l of Hookey [91. The higher-order interpolation used in [9J lead s to a more
complex implementat ion. but it gives better solution s. This research indicated that
the meth od in [9J should be revisited, in an attempt to reduce the difficulties in
conve rgence tha t have arisen with that met hod .
N Iter J4th % error in .\4eh },lZUlc. o error in J't,[z
25 131 0.9778 -2.22 1.7819 -10.9
51 238 0.9842 -1.58 1.8904 -5048
101 434 0.9882 -1.18 1.9439 -2.80
201 804 0.9912 -0.88 1.9i16 -1.42
301 1158 0.9927 -0.73 1.9809 -0.96
401 1502 0.9936 -0.64 1.9856 -0.72
Table 4.1: Shock-free flow through a converging-diverging nozzle: Accuracy of the
predicted throat and outl et Mach numbers.
)I Iter AI'llk % error in Af.llk X ,h k % error in X,hk .:lx.hk .V,1ok
51 980 1.1313 -24.58 0.1280 -15 .02 0.0320 8
101 1137 1.2942 - l3 .72 0.1360 -9.71 0.02 10
401 4190 1.4446 -3.69 0.1465 -2.74 0.0065 13
Table 4.2: Converging-diverging nozzle flow with a shock: Predicted values of M .hk ,
the position, and the thickness of the shock.
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Figure 4.1: Problem schematic for quasi-one-dimensional inviscid Bow through a
conve rging-diverging nozzle.
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Figure 4.2: Shock-free Bow through a converging-dive rging nozzle (coarse mesh) :
distribution or M . p! Po. and T ITo_
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Figure 4.3: Shock-free Bow through a converging-diverging nozzle (fine mesh) : dis-
tribution of .1.\1[, P/PO , and TITo-
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Figure 4.4: Converging-dive rging nozzle flow with a shock: distribu t ion of AI , p!po.
and TITo_
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Figu re 4.5: Two-dimensional inviscid Bow th rough a channel with a circu lar arc
bump: prob lem schematic .
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Figure 4.6: Two-di mens ional inviscid Bow th rough a channel with a circular arc
bump : (a ) grid 1 (uniform 61 x 21), and (b) grid 2 [nonuniform 61 x 21).
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Figure 4.7: Subsonic inviscid flow through a channel with a circular arc bump:
distribution orMach number on the upper and lower walls of the channel.
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Figure 4.8: Subson ic inviscid 80w through a channel with a circular arc bump :
isoMacb lines generated on (a) grid 1, and (b) grid 2.
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Figure 4.9: Transonic inviscid flow through a channel with a circular arc bump :
distribution of Mach number on the upper and lower walls of the channel.
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Figure 4.10: Transonic invisci d flow through a channel with a circular arc bump :
isoMach lines generated on (a) grid 1, and (b) grid 2.
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Figure 4.11: Supe rsonic inviscid flowthrough a channel with a circular arc bump:
distribution of Mach number on the upper and lower walls of the channel.
figu re 4.12: Supersonic inviscid flow th rough a channel with a circu lar arc bump:
isoMach lines generated on (a) grid 1, and (b) grid 2.
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Figure -t.13: Inviscid flow through a planar converging-dive rging nozzle: problem
schematic.
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Figu re 4.14: Inviscid 80w th roug h a planar converging-diverging nozz le: (a) 31x 11
node grid, and (b) 61x21 node grid.
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Figure 4.15: Inviscid Bow through a plan ar converging-diverging nozzle: distribu-
tion of static to stagnat ion pressure ra tio, pl po. along the lower wall of the nozzle.
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Figure 4.16: Inviscid 80w through a planar converging-diverging nozzle : distribu-
tion of static to stagnation pressu re ratio. p!Pu, along the symmetry plane of tbe
nozzle.
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Figure 4.17: Inviscid flow thr ough a planar converging -diver ging nozzle: isoMach
lines generated on (a) 31xll node grid . and (b) 61x 21 node grid .
Figure 4.18: Schem atic repr esenta tion of the interact ion of an incident shock with
a lam inar boundary layer [91.
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Figure 4.19: Shock-laminar boundary layer inte raction: (a) 61x41 node grid; and
(b) 121xBl node grid.
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Figure 4.20 : Shock-lam inar boundary layer interaction: problem schematic .
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Figure 4.21: Shock -laminar boundary laye r interaction: variation of the static pres-
sure ratio , plpI ' along the surface of the flat plate.
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Figure 4.22: Sho ck-lam inar boundary layer interactio n: variatio n of the skin friction
coefficient, el' along the surface of the fiat plate.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Contri butions Of The Thesi s
Th e formulation and implem enta t ion of two colocated CVF EM's for steady, quasi-
one- and two-dim ensional . viscous compressible fluid Bow problems have been re-
ported in this thesis . T he proposed CVFEM's automa tically capt ure all shodes
withi n the calculat ion do main: the change in flow coodit ions across a shock is
smeared over several nod es. however. resulting in finite grad ient approxi mat ions of
the essent ially discont inuo us physical change in flow condi t ions across a shock.
The proposed CVFEM's were formulated to solve the cont inuity. Navier-Stckes,
energy, and state equatio ns for a perfect gas. T t, .. se meth ods can accou nt for vari-
able 8uid properties , such as dynamic viscosity and thermal conduc nvity, however.
in order to keep tbe source terms in the energy equation relativ ely uncomplicated.
the speci fic hea t. Cy. . was assumed constant. The so-cal led primitive varia bles. ve-
locity components, pressu re and temperature, were used as the dependent variable
set in th e formulation of t he proposed CVFEM 's.
The MAss Weighted (MAW) scheme of upwind int erpola tion , used in th e inter-
pola t ion of convective te rms . was modified for its applicati on in t riangular elements
with three control volume faces. A pseudo-velocity field was defined to incorpo rate
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the pressure gradients in the interpolation of 'mass conserving' velocities to p revent
the oscillatory solution fields t hat may arise with colocation of dependent variable
sto rage locations [14J.
The proposed CVFE~l's were applied to severa l test problems, and the so-
lu tions generated were compared with theoretical , experimental. and numerical
results a..tailab le in the literature. The one-dimensional CVFE~I generated solu-
tions in very good agreement with theoretical solutions of quasi-nne-dimensional
inviscid flow prob lems. The shock capturing ability of tbe proposed. method was
demonstrated in tbe simulation of a flow through a converging-diverging nozzle
with a shock in the divergent portion of the nozzle. The method was shown to be
first-order accurate at the high element Reynolds numbers encountered in the 80w
problems solved .
The two-dimensional CVFEM was used to solve four inviscid and one viscous
flow problems. The results generated by the proposed CVFEM did not compare
favourably with other numerical simulations. In particular , the low (first) order
interpolation implicit in the MAW scheme was responsible for poor predict ion of
shock strength and position , and pressure recovery. This would indicate that the
higher-order interpolation used by Hookey [91 or another higher-order interpolation
scheme should be employed to improve the accuracy of the CVFE~I prediction.
5 .2 Proposed Extensions Of This Work
The proposed formulation provided a simp ler implementation to the method pro-
posed by Hookey (9J. and the use of 'mass conserving ' velocities helped to eliminate
some convergence difficulties inherent to that method when it was applied to the
solution of flow problems with fluids of constant densities. The MAW interpcla-
tion was found to be unsatisfatory for compressible flow problems. Future work
liS
shoul d concent rate on tbe imp lementation and evalua tion of highe r-order interpo-
lat ion functions , in concert with t he use of mass-conserving velocit ies. to develo p
a method that is at leas t as accur ate as that in [91 but simpler to im plement. and
more stab le.
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Appendix A
Interpolation Functions for the
Proposed One-Dimensional
CVFEM
A .I Interpolation of Pressure
In the proposed one-d imensional CVFEM, the pressure is int erpola ted linearl y
within an element :
p=apx +bp
Substit ut ion of the nodal values:
P = PI a t x = X t
P =P2 a t X=X2
into Eq. (A.l ), and solving for flp and bp gives:
(A.I)
(A.2)
a
b,
PI - P2
X I - X2
- PI X2 + P2X t
(A.3)
(AA)
T he pressure gradient, dp/dx, is given by Eq. (A.3).
A .2 Interp ol a tion of Area
In the proposed CVF EM, the varia ble area of a duct , w, is interpolat ed linearly
wit hin an element :
w = a,.,x+ b",
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(A.5)
where a,.,and b", are de fined by similar express ions to Eqs . (.-\.3) and (.-\..1), for Q p
and bp •
A .3 Int erpol a t ion of Ve locity
The mass weighted (MA\V) int erpol a t ion scheme is used in the proposed CVFE~l.
in which upwind interpolation is used to interpo la te ve locity and tempera ture when
they are convec ted scalars . and linear interpolat ion is used for velocity and temper-
a ture in diffusion terms. Linear interpo lation is also used for the mass conse rvi ng
velocities.
A .3 .1 In t er p olat ion of a Convected Scalar
In t he one-dimensiona l case, tb e MAW inte rpo lation redu ces to a pure upw ind
scheme. Defining i an d i + 1 as two nod es of an element , and 0 as the CV face , t he
upwind scheme can be expressed as follows:
if Ui>O, Uo = Lt..
if IL;; -c0, Uo = U"... l
T his scheme is also ap plied to temperat ure by rep lacing u by T in Eq. (.-\.6) .
A .3 .2 Interpolation of a Diffused Scalar
(A.6 )
Veloci ty is interpolated. linearly in diffusion terms. and other terms where a gradient
of velocity is required :
u = a.z +b. IA.7)
where the coefficie nts au and b. are evaluated in a sim ilar mann er to l1p and bp in
Eqs . (.-\.3) a nd (.-\.t) . Temperature is also interpolat ed by a similar linear funct ion
in diffusion terms.
A .3 .3 In t er pola t ion of Mass Conserving Velocity
The mass conserving velocity is interpolated by linear interpo latio n of a pseudo
velocity, ii , and a pressu re coefficient. d" . If t he CV face is placed midway between
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the nodes of an element . the mass conserv ing velocity at control volume face. u:'.
can be written as follows:
(U)
where. dpldz is evaluated using Eq. (A.3).
A.4 Inter pola t ion of Density
In the proposed CVFE~I , the dens ity is interpolated by an equatio n of state writt en
in terms of a linear function of pressure. In this thesis. the equat ion of state for an
ideal gas is used:
p = :r (A .9)
The interpo lated dens ity is upwinded by upwinding both the press ure and tem-
perature that appear in Eq. (A.9). It should be noted that press ure is upwinded
only when it is being used to interpolated dens ity : in all other terms pressure is
interpolated linear ly.
Appendix B
Integration of Fluxes in the
Proposed One-Dimensional
CVFEM
a.i Introduct ion
In Chapte r 2, the governing equations for ste ady. quasi-one-dimensional , viscous
compressible flow through a du ct of variable area, W, were writ te n in the following
conserva tive forms:
dJ Swd;
dg
-
0d;
(B .I )
(B.2)
where, J is the combined convecti on-diffusion tr ansport , S is the source term , and
9 is t he mass Bow, pwu. Equation (B.!) repres ents th e momentum equation when:
du dp I d ( d )J = pwuu - ~w- ; S = SU- - + -- J.J-(uw )dx dx 3wdx dx
the energy equa tion when:
J = pwuT - !:.. wt!!.. ; S = ST = ~ + .!:~
Cp dx Cp Cpdx
(B.3)
(B.4)
Applying t he app ropriate conservation principle to a cont rol volume v, which
is fixed in spac e, integra! forms of Eqa. (8.1 ) and (B.2) can be obtained:
fay ~ dx = Iv Sw dx (8. 5)
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( ~dr ~ a
Jav dx (B.6)
where 8F is the surface of t he control volume. and V is tbe volume of the control
volume .
With reference to tbe cont rol volume constructed around node i in Fig. 2.1. Eqs.
(8. 5) and (8.6) are cast in the following forms in Chapter 2:
( ( Similar contributions from other)
Jo - [ v Sw dx + elements associated with node i
+ (~ound~ry contributions, ) = a
If app licable
(
Similar contributions from otber )
90 + eleme nts associated with node i
+ (~ound~ contributions, ) = a
If applicabl e
(8. 7)
(B.8)
To de rive the element contributions to the discretized forms of the integral
conservation equations, the integrated 8uxes across the co ntrol volume face in each
element must be eva luated. T he algeb raic approximation of these terms is descri bed
in the followring three sections: first the combined convection-d iffusion t ransport
terms in the momentum equation are considered; then the integrated flux of energy
is described: and finally the approximation of the mass flow across the control
volume face is derived. All no menclature used in this Appendix refers to that
shown in Fig. 2.1. The complete assembly of the discretized forms of the govern ing
equations will be d iscussed in Appendix C.
B.2 Momentum Equation
ln the proposed one-dimensional CVFEM, the convected velocity term is upwinded.
T he diffused velocity, which occurs in the f.lwdu/dx term, and velocity gradients
that appear in the viscous terms, and the source term are evaluated using linea r
inte rpolation. The following de riva tions are based on the assumption of Bow in the
posit ive a-di rection, as shown in Fig. 2.L
Using upwind ing , Eq. (A.6), in the convect ion term, an d linear interpolation,
Eq. (A.7) in the diffus ion terms, th e interpolated convection-diffusion flux of x-
(B.9)
mome ntu m at a contro l volume face, Jo' can be writt en as follows:
( pw, ) JJwoI n = (pwu)n + -- • • - --.,X,-XI X, -XI
where lL.'n = (WI + u;,)/2. and (pU!u) o' is interpolated linear ly from available values.
Rearranging J: in terms of nod al velocities gives t he following:
( 8. 10)
where
Ct = (pwu)o +~ ; c, = -~ (B.ll)
I , -XI X2 - X I
T he integral of the source term. S . ove r the portio n of the control volume [cv]
about node 1 which is contributed by element 1-2 (see Fig. 2.1) is written as follows:
f S.. ds: = S:voll + du u l + dl2U2+ L'oll-ddP (B.12)
- .
where
(B.14)
(B. 13)
(B.15)
d"
5Wl - 3wo
S;voll - JJ6(X2 _ x ll
5wI - 3wop - - -
6(x , - xil
Element 1-2 also makes a cont ribution to the cv surrounding node 2. The
integral of t he source term, S.., over t his port ion of the cv associated with node 2
is wri tten as follows:
f dpMi, S. dI = 5;1:01, + d,t UI + dn u, + I.lol2'dX
where
5lL'O - 3w,
P6 (X2 - xd (B.16)
5wo - 3w,
dZ'l S; col2 - JJ6(X2 _ xll (B.l i )
The volume terms , L'ol l and col" in Eqs . (B.12) and (B.15), respect ively, a re
defined as follows:
val l = (WI + wo).ux/4 ; vol, = (w, + wo)~x/4 (B.18)
and
(B.19)
where linear interpo lation bas been used for the area , W, and ~X is the dist ance
bet ween the nodes.
B.3 Energy Equation
Temperature is interpolated in a sim ilar manner to veloc ity. and th e integrat ion
of the convect ion-diffusion flux over a cv face can be evaluated usi ng the sam e
procedu re. and written in terms of t he nodal temperatures as follows:
(B.20)
where
c, = (puru)o +~ : C, = -~ (B .21)
ep(z, - X I) ep( X2 - I t)
The integr at ion of t he source term over the element 1-2 ca n be wri tt en in tbe
followi ng fonn:
1 (T dP) S;+ c; s; + u''dI vol'}. + C; T21Jo12 (8 .22)
where. t he press ure gradient is eval uated using Eq. (.-\..3) and Vol l and Vol2 are
defined in Eq. (B.18).
B .4 Co nti nu it y Equation
B .4 .1 Introduct ion
[0 the proposed CVFEM. the mass flow rate across a control volume face. 90. is
linearized wit h respect to density and velocity :
(B.23)
where 9 is linearized. wit h respect to velocity. 9is linearized with respec t to densi ty,
and 9 is determined from availa ble values of densi ty and velocity. Th e algebraic
appro xima tio n of the 90, 90, and 90 terms is described in the following subsections.
B .4.2 Algebraic Approximation of 90
In the proposed CV FEM , the upwinded velocity is used to linearize the mass Bow
ra te , and the mass conserving velocity fonn ula is used to calculate this upwinded
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velocity :
- (. P, -P,)90 == (pu:)o U I - dj - -I, - ZI
where Po is inte rpolated linearly using avai lable pressure and temperat ure ..ralues in
th e eq uation of s tate. wo is defined in Eq . (8 .19) . Th is equat ion may be written as
follows:
(B.25)
B.4.3 Algebraic Approximation of 90
The linearizat ion with respect to Po is performed by upwind ing the density thr ough
upwinding both the pressure and temperat ure in the equat ion of state. Writ ing
t his expressi on in terms of pressure gives the following:
90 = ~IO PI (8 .26)
where uo is calc ulat ed linearl y from the nodal values of mass conserving veloci ty.
B.4.4 Algebraic Approximation of 90
The 90 term is calc ulated using available values of p, w, and mass conservin g veloci ty
....
B.4.5 Complete Algebraic Approximation of the Linearized
Mass Flow
Using the results from tbe last th ree subsec t ions . the complete app roxim at ion of
the linea rized mass flow can be written in terms of PI and P2 as follows :
90 90 +90 + 90
Etpt +E,p,+Bo (B.27)
where
E, (pw )odi + wauo (B.28)
X2 - X I R T(
E, _ (pw)od't (B.29)x, - ZI
Bo (pw)o (u, - ... ) (B.30)
B .4 .6 Outflow Boundar y Co ndi tion for the Continuity Equa-
t ion
The outflow boundary condition in the continuity equation is treated. differently
than the outflow boundaries of the other equations due to the linear izat ion of the
mass flow rate. The mass outflow at boundary node i, 9" is written as follows:
9. =9. + 9. + 9, (B.31)
where , 9. is' evaluated wi th the known density, and treating the mass conserv ing
velocity as an unknown. Using the pseudo-velocity, u" and pressure coefficient, d': ,
9.is written as follows:
- (. ~p,-p,-,)g;= P.W. tL; -u; ---
X '-X;_ l
(B.32)
The 9, term is evaluated using the available mass conserving velocity , ui , and
unknown density , which is calculated using the equation of state:
Th e 9, term is evaluated using the known nodal values of P i and ui:
gi= PiW;Uj'
(B.33)
(B.34)
The boundary outflow, gi , can be written in terms of the noda l pressures Pi and
Pi-1:
where ,
E' _ w. uf' _ PiWid't
, - RT; X.-X'_I
£f_1 = :~~~1
Fi = PiW; (ti.; - uj')
(B.35)
(B.36)
(B.37)
(B.38)
Appendix C
Assembly of the Discretized
Conservation Equations in the
Proposed One-Dimensional
CVFEM
C .I Introduct ion
The methods used in the pro posed one-dimensional CVFEM to approximate the
integrated flux across the control volume face in an element, and the volu me in-
tegration of the appro priate source terms, were presented in Appendix: B. T hese
integrated fluxes and source- related terms are used to compile the discretized fonns
of tbe integral conservation equations for a control volume. The compilation of the
final forms of the discretized equations is presented in this Appendix . This dis.
cussicn is separated into three sect ions devoted to the assembly of t be mome ntum,
energy, and continuity equations, respectively. All nomencla tu re refers to t hat
shown in Fig . 2.1.
C .l. i As sembly of the Momentum Equ ation
The integrated convecticu-diffusion flux across the cont rol volume face in an element
is app roximated by the following expression in Appendix B:
(c.i)
T he volume integration of the source term over an element is given by :
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IVolSudx = S:UOII+dILUI+dI2U2+L'Oll~
+ S;L'ol2 + d 2 1UI + d22u2 + VOl2 ~ (C.2)
T he assemb ly of the final d iscretized form of the mome ntum equation is done
in an element- by-element manner. Visiting eac h element in t urn. the coefficients
in Eq. (C.l ) and (C.2) ace eva luate d. These terms can be lumped into coefficients
multiplying the appropriate depe ndent variab le as follows:
For node (i) :
·-l~(il .-l~( ;) + Cl - du (C.3)
.-1:(. ) .-1: (;j - c2 + d I2 (CA)
.-l~) ·-l~(?l + s:volt - L'oll ~ (C.5 )
For node (i + 1):
.-1~ (i+ l ) '-!; (;+ L) - C'l - dn (C.6)
.4.:'(HI) ·-l:'{i+l) + Cl + d21 (C.7)
_-l~(,'+ I ) ·-l~+ll + s; vol2 - lJol2~ (C.B)
Th e coefficients ap pea r on both sides of these equat ions, beca use cont ributions
will also be made from another element , and previous contrib uti ons must be main-
tained. The contribution to the coefficient A.~( i ) is the po rtion of the net t ransport
of mome ntum out of t he contro l volume surrou nding node i. associa ted wit h u.(. }.
in the element (i, i + 1). T he .-l: (I) coefficient is evalu ated from the net tra nsport
of momentum into the control volume for node i . Th e volume integrated source-
relat ed terms, including the pressur e gradien t, are t hen ad ded to the appro priate
coefficient. A similar procedu re is used to evaluate tbe coefficients at node i + l.
When tbe coefficients have been evaluated and assembled for every node in the
calcu lation domai n, t he final form of the dtscrettaed mome ntum equation is written
as follows:
.4.~ (;) u{; ) = A~(;l U(i+L) + .-l:'(;) u(;_11 + -4..(:') (C.9)
T his equation can be rewri tt en in the following conven ient form :
where th e summ at ion is over th e two neighbour nod es of node i , as shown in Fig.
2.1. Thi s dlecre t tzed form of the momen tum equation involves th ree nodal veloci ties .
C .2 Assembly of the E n ergy E q uation
In Appendix B the inte grated convect ion-di ffusio n flux of energy across a control
volume face is a pproximated by the following expression:
(C.ll)
Th e volume integration of the source term over the element is writ ten as follows:
1~~Srwdx ~ (s[ +Ul~) vol t +~TL volt
1 ( T dP) S!+ ~ s; + u2 ";h vo l:! + ~ T2 vo l2 (C .12)
Equa t ions (C.Il) and (C.12) for the energy equation are similar to Eqa. (C .I )
and (C.2) for the mo mentum equation, t herefore, the discreti zed ene rgy equation
can be assembled in the sam e manner as th e discre t ized momentu m equatio n. A
descriptio n of the assemb ly proced ure will not be repeated , only the resulting co-
efficients are presen ted .
For node ( i ):
For node (i + 1):
ATci+ IJ
A.T(i+ll
, S!
.-IT (i+ tl - C'l - ~ vol2
.-l~(i+ l ) + Cl
ATc':+l ) + t ( S"Ivol'l+ U(i+t)Vol2~)
(C. 13)
(C .14)
(C .15)
(C. 16)
(C .17)
(C. IB)
Whe n these coefficie nts have been assembled for every element in a calc ulatio n
domain, the final form of t he d iscretiz ed ener gy equation for each node is ob tai ned :
This equation may be rewrit ten in the following compact form :
(C .20)
(C .2l )
where the sum mation is over the two ne ighbou ring nodes of node i . in Fig. 2.1.
therefore. Eq. (C.20) involves th ree temp era tu re nodes.
C .3 Assem bly of t he Continuity Equation
In Appendix B. the algebraic approximation of the mass 80w rate acr oss a contro l
volume face is written in terms of the nodal pressures as follows:
90 = 90+90 + 90
= Ef pt + E: p, + Bo
The discret ized con tinuity equatio n can be assemb led in tbe sam e manner as tbe
disc retized momentum equat ion. Since th e asse mbly procedure is similar. on ly tbe
result ing coefficients are presented.
For node (i):
·-l~ il .-l~{i) « e, (C.22)
.~., .~,, - E, (C.23)
.~ .-l~ - Bo (C .24)
For node ( i + 1):
·-1~i+ l l ·~.+I I - E2 (C.25)
·-t;{i"'I J .-t;( i+1) + E. (C.26)
·-1:'+1) .-t;(.'+ LI + B O (C.27)
\Vben these coefficients have been evaluated for every element in the calculat ion
domain, the final form of the d iscretized continuity equation is obtained as follows:
A~i) P(il =~'lP(i+(l + A ;( .)P(i _ll + .~ (C.28)
Th e above equ a tion can be rewrit ten in th e following compac t form :
(C.29)
where the summation is over the two nodes neighbouring node i in Fig. 2.1, there-
fore, Eq. (C.29) will involve th ree nodal pressures .
Appendix D
Interpolation Functions for the
Proposed Two-Dimensional
CVFEM
0 .1 Interpolation of Pressure
In the proposed two-dimensional CVFEM, pressure is inte rpolated linear ly within
an element :
p =a,..r +bpY +Cp
Su bsti tut ion of the nodal valu es:
P =PI r =xl an dY=Yl
P = P2 a t r =I2 and y=Y2
p = P3 a t r = I) and 11'=11'3
(0 .1)
(D.2)
int o Eq. (0.1) produces tbe following set of simultaneous, linear algebraic equatio ns:
PI = apI I + bpYI + Cp
1'2 = apI 2+ b, !h.+ e,.
P3 = apr) + b, YJ + Cpo
(0 .3)
Using Cramer's Rule to solve these equations results in the following expressions
for th e coefficients a" b" and ep:
-h ((y, - y, )p, + {y, - y,)", + (y, - y,)", )
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(0 .4)
bp -!et (( X2 - X3)Pt + (X3 - rdP2 + (XI - X2)P3) (0.5)
Cp -let «X2Y3 - X3Y2)PI + (X3Yl - XLY3)P2 + (XIY2 -'; x2ydPJ) (0 .6)
where
~t=Xl~ +~h+~~-Yl~ -~~ -~Xt (D·n
Defining the following variables :
x m u11 = X2 - X3 ymull = Y2 - Y3 xV mul1 = X2Y3 - X3Y2
xmul2 = X3 - XI ymul2 = Y3 - YI xymul2 = X3YI - XI Y3 (0 .8)
xmul3 = XI - X2 ymul3 = VI - Y2 rymul3 = XLV2 - X2YI
allows the expressions for the coefficients to be rewritten more compactly as:
b,
e,
[ a
dd tr ymu1iPi
1 '
-;ki~ xmuliPi
1 a
dd tr xymu1iPi
(D.9)
(D .lO)
(D. ll)
Furthermore, if variables Df and Dr are defined :
Df = ymu liJdet ; Dr= - xmul .ldet
then the pressure gradients may expressed in the following compact forms:
(D .12)
iJp ,
ax a, ~r;;Dfp . (D .13)
iJp a
By bp=~DrPi (D. 14)
D.2 Interpolation of a Convected Scalar
In the proposed CVFEM , the MAss Weighted interpolation (MAW) scheme is used
to interpolate convected scalars, e.g. the X and Y components of velocity in the
momentum equations, and temperature in t he energy equation. The following
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derivat ions are for th e general scala r dependent varia ble Q, and all nomencla tu re is
defined in Fig. 3.3. It is necessary to integrate the convect ive flux across the three
control volume faces in an element. This integration is performed by assuming an
integration poin t value on face k. ¢~, prevails over the control volume face. The
following rules ca n be used to determine d>~ for the element shown in Fig. 3.3.
Co nt ro l volume surface 1
If rill > 0 a'.I~ = ftiJ~ + (1 - f)~3 (D. 15)
where f = min [max (~. o) ,1] (D.16)
If m l < 0 4l~ = /(1)'3 + ( 1 - J)~2 (D.17)
where f = min[max(~,o) ,I ] (D.18)
Co n t r ol vo lume surfa ce 2
If Tit2 > 0 4lz = /(j)'3 + (I - f) lf!1 (D .19)
where / = min[max(~ , o) . I] (D.20)
If m2 < 0 til? = J(I)~ + (1 - f) lf!3 (D .21)
where / = min[max(~,o) .I] (D.22)
Co nt ro l vo lum e surfa ce 3
If Tit] > 0 til'3 = JtiJ~ + (1 - f)lf!2 (D .23)
where / = min [max(~,o) ,I] (D.24)
If TitJ < 0 (1)'3 = JrPz + (1 - f)lf!1 (D.25)
where f = min [max(~ , o) , I ] (D.26)
The mtterms are the integra ted mass flow rate across th e appropriate contro l
volume face:
(D .27)
therefore . the mol; term is positive when the velocity vector at the integration point
is in the same direction as the assumed normal to the surface . The in tegrat ion in
Eq. (0.27) is perfo rmed using linear interpolat ion for p and ii,
In Eqs. (0. 16) to (0.26 ), ~ rep resents the nodal val ue of Q, and (!Jk represents
the integration poin t values. Using Eqs. (0. 16) to (0.26) . the following system of
equations may be obtained:
(0.28)
T his can be writ ten as:
(0 .29)
Multiplying both sides of the above equation by the inverse of [A], the int egration
point values can be determined as:
which may be rewrit ten as follows:
a
tPk = L CCjt 4>j
1= 1
D.3 Interpolation of a Diffused Scalar
(0.30)
(0.31)
In the proposed CVFEM , the diffused scalars are interpolated linearl y wit hin an ele-
ment . These scalars are , therefore, interpolated using function similar to Eq . (0 .1),
and Eqs. (0.9) to (0. 11) define the interpolation function coefficients with the
substitution of the appropriate dependent variable for the pressure, p.
D .4 Interpolation of Mass Conserving Velocity
In discretizing the mome ntum equations , t he convected velocity compo nents u and v
are interpolated using tbe MAW scheme . Different interpolation funct ions are used
for the 'mass conserving' velocities which appear in the continuity equat ion and in
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the mass ffux terms , oe -fi , in the momentum and energy equa tions . In tbe mass
flux terms , tbe velocity ccmponeets are interpola ted by assuming a linear variat ion
of ehe pseudo- velociti es. Ii. and 6.. an d pressure coefficients , dO and dO. used in
conjunc tio n with the local element pressure gradie nt . The foUowing expressio ns
define the 'mass conserving ' velocities , uj and v:'. at eac h node with in an element :
(0 .32)
(0. 33 )
The subscript . e, on the pressure grad ient indica tes that the element pressure gra·
dient , and not t he average pressure gradie nt over t be cont rol volume surrou nding
t he nod e in question. is being used.
The pseudo-velocit ies and the pressu re coefficients a re known at the nodes. In
order to determine the values of tbese quantities at th e integration points on t he
control volume faces with in the elements (see Fig. 3.3), a linear interpola tion of the
nodal values is used :
Ii. =a...:r + b.y +c..
dO = a:,r + b:y + c:
iJ. = a".r+ b.y +c.
d;= a:.:r +b:y+c;
(0 .34 )
(0 .35 )
T be coefficients in the a bove equatio ns can be determined in the same man ner as
that used in Sect ion 0 .1 for pressure.
D .5 Interpolation of Density
In tbe proposed. CVFE M, the density is interpo lated.using the MAW scheme. there-
fore, t be density at tbe integration point on face k can be written as follows:
3
P: = E CC; pj
j = 1
where t be CG: coefficients are defined as shown in Sect ion D.2.
(0 .36 )
Appendix E
Integrated Fluxes in the Proposed
Two-Dimensional CVFEM
E.! Introduction
In Chapter 3, the governing equations for steady, two-dimensional. viscous com-
pressible Bows were written in the following conservat ive forms:
tj ·f s
"0-9 = 0
(E. l)
(E.2)
where, j is the combined convection -diffusion flux vector, S is the source term , and
9 is the mass flux vector pfj . Equation (E .l) rep resents th e a-momentu m equation
when:
r
s
(E.3)
(EA)
the y momentum equation when :
I pVv - p.Vv (£ .5)
S ~ S" - ~ +~:. (~~)+;;H~) - ~:. (~~) (E 6)
the energy equation when:
r
s
pul' - .!5.-VT
e"
~ +.!- (u'!E.+ v'!E.) + L~
e" e" 8% iJy e"
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(E.7)
(E.8 )
and ot her conservat ion equations when:
j = p6tb - rVtb : S = S~ (E.g)
Applying tbe appropriate conservation principle to a contro l volume F , which is
fixed in space, integral forms of Eqs. (E.l) an d (E.2) can be obtained:
r r. ii dsJa"l
{ g ·ridsi.v
[SdF
o
(E.lO)
(s.n)
where OV is the surface of the cont rol volume, and ii is unit outward vecto r normal
to the differential area ds.
With reference to the polygonal control volume associated with a typic al node
1 with in the calcu lation domain, eith er an internal node or a bound ary node as
shown in Fig. 3.2, Eqs. (E.lO) and (E.11) can be cast in the following forms :
[1M, j .n,d'- l M ' j .n,d'-,(.SdV] (E.12)
+ [similar cont ributio ns from other eleme nts associated with node 1 1
+ [ boundary contrib utions , if ap plicable 1= 0
[lM1 ii ' ii." ds _1M3ii · ii.3 dS] (E.13)
+ [ similar contribut ions from other elements associa ted with node 1 I
+ [ boundary contributions, if app lica ble] = 0
To de rive tbe element cont ributions to tbe cont rol volume integral conservatio n
equa tions , it is necessary to integrate the appropri ate fluxes across tbe three control
volume faces in an element . Th e proced ures used in the proposed method to perform
t hese int egrations are described in this appen dix . This discussion is presented in two
sections: first the derivati ons for the convection- d iffusion equation of sca lar <P are
discussed; t hen the necessary alterations for the momentum and energy equa tions
are descri bed; and finally, t he int egrals involved in the contin uity equation are
presented . All nomenclatu re used in this appendix is defined in Fig. 3.3. The
assemb ly of the discretized forms of these equations will be discussed in Appendix
F.
E.2 Convection-Diffusion Equation for Scalar ¢>
The convection-diffusion flux of (/)is defined by Eq. (E.9) . The integrated flux of o
across a control volume face k is exp ressed in the following man ner:
(
Integrated fiux across) l Mt - _
control volume face k = " J . n",ds (E. l 4)
Substitution of Eq . (E.9) iota this equation gives:
l Mt J ·ii",ds = L!,{tpJr/J ontds- LMt r v dl iilr; ds (E.15)
Using the MAW scheme in the convection terms an d linear interpolation in t he
diffusion term, t he int egrated flux across cont rol volume face k can be written as
follows:
1M• j . fit ds = m:"tee:t.Pj ~Sk - r (An~ + Bny )!: ..:ls" (E .16)
" i =l
In Eq. (E.16), mot is the mass Bow rate across cont rol volume face k, which is evalu-
ated using 'm ass conservin g' velocit ies, as shown in Section DA. The coefficients A..
and B arise fro m the linear interpolation of dJ in the diffus ion te rm , and are defined
by Eqs . (0.9) and (0 .10) when Pi is replaced by rbi' The components of the unit
normal to face k, n.\; are defined as follows:
(E. 17)
where X k , Y k are the co-ordi na tes of side midpoint, Jl.\;, and ~Sk is the length of
cont rol volume face k.
The integration in Eq. (E.16) can be rewritten in the following simple form:
where:
L'-t~ J ·nkds = t Cjrbj
e J''''I
(E. l 8)
Cj = mkCCj - r (D:n~ + D:n;) fi sk (E. 19)
and the Dj and D: terms are defined in Eq. (0 .12).
The source term in Eq. (E .9) is lineari zed, and takes the following form for a
subcontrol volume surr ounding node i:
(E.2 0)
where the value of ~; is assumed to prevail over the sub cont rol vo lum e associated
with node i, while St and S,. are evaluated at the centroid or an element. and these
values are assumed to prevail over all sub control volumes wit hin an element. Th e
source term integration in Eq. (E.9) is simply:
(E.2l)
where V; is th e vo lume or t be subco ntro l vol ume within the element aro und node
E.3 Modifications for the Momenturn and
Energy Equations
E.3.1 Modifications for the Momentum Equations
T he integr at ed. ccnvectio u-diffusion flux o r x-momentu m across contro l volume face
k can be written in the same form as Eq . (E.18) when the diffusion coefficient . r.
is replaced by tbe dynamic viscosity, JJ. as follows:
( Integrated Sox across) = J.M- J . Ii ds = i: Ctu (E.22)control volume face k II k J= l J j
where
(E.23)
The integral of the source term over th e subco ntro l volum e in t he element around
node i . Eq. (EA) can be writte n as follows:
where~ rep resents the integrat ion or the extra viscous terms over th e subco nt rol
volume \Ii and has t he following form for the z-mome utum equation:
f. "- (8U- av_)- V · - i+ - j dV\;,' 3 ax ax
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J. "(i!u- i!u -)- - J+ - j - ;ids8"'~' 3 ax ax
fa,,~. ~ (aun ,..+ a~nll ) ds
where a..,b..,al.' and b" are t he coefficients from the linearizat ion of velocity compo-
nents II: and v th at have t he following formula:
,
au ::= ~ Df U: i
a
a" = ~ V:Vi
a
b. ~ L D~u,
;::: 1
a
b" = ~ DrVi (E.26)
With the reference t o Fig. 3.2a, the elemen tal cont ributio n of th e integration of
ext ra viscous terms, 5::i•• for the cont rol volume around node 1 may be writt en as
follows:
where
s~, s~ + S~
loVe' ~ (a,.n,.. + avny) ds
~ (a..n~ + avn~) ~S l + ~ (alln; + a.,n;) ~S2
s~ = ~ (a,.n~ + at/n;) ~s t
.),; = ~(a,.n;+a"n;) ~s2
(E.27)
(E.2S)
(E.29)
For the y-moment um equa tion, th e integrated convection-diffusion flux across
a control volum e fac e k is defined by Eqs. (E .22) and (E .23). T he source tenn
integr ation is defined as follows:
{ SdV = S;T,r;+S;UiV; - \,~i tDrp;+s:.6 (£.3 0)
l v; .=1
where S:;;. are the extra viscous terms in the y- moment um equation. and this term
is evaluated the sam e way as in z-momentum equat ion.
E .3 .2 Modifications for the Energy Equations
For th e energy equa t ion. th e diffusion coefficient . I", is replaced by k/ c". and the
inte gral of the convect ion-d iffusion flux across a control volume face k within an
whe re
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elem ent can be writt en as follows:
( Integrated flux across) = /.M~ J- . ii ds =~ C' Tcont rol volurne face k 0 ' ~ ' , (E .31)
C k = rill<CCIe _ !:.- (D~n/c + D!lnk) .;).5"" (E.32)
1 J Cp J r J If
T he integration of th e so urce te rm in the energy eq ua ti on gives:
[ Sd\/ = l. ~ (ST +U~ +U~+lfI)dF (E .33)
where
[ (iIu)' (8)' (au iIu)' 2(ilu 8)']~ =tJ. 2 ax +2 i + &;+ay -3 a;+i (E.3 4)
Using linear interpolat ion of u an d v to evalu ate ~. and linear interpo la ti on for
press ure, Eq . (£.3 3) can be rewri t ten as :
where
It"" = tt l + ~2 + U3 It"" = III + ~2 + U3 (E.36)
~e = P [2a; + 2b~ + (a t> + b..f! - ~(a .. + b,,)Z] (E.37)
and au,a". etc. are defined in equ ation £ .26.
E.4 Continuity Equation
EA.l Introduction
In t be proposed CVF E M, th e mass flux , fj = pij . is lineari zed with respect to
de nsity and velocity :
g= ~ +~- ~
where 9 is linearized wit h respect to velocity :
9 = pOi!"'
(E .38)
(E.39)
9 is linearized w ith respect to dens it y:
(EAO)
and 9 is dete rm ined from avai la ble values or density and ve locity :
(EA I )
where variables writh a superscript • are known or calc ula ted from availab le values .
This lineari zed mass flux is int egra ted over a cont rol volu me race k, to give:
( Integra ted mass Bu.'Cacross ) = 1M • n , R dscontro l volum e race k 0 9 .t
1",~ 1M ' ; 1'" ;= e g . R.tds +" g .R.tds -" g · R.tdS
(EA2)
The algebraic approximat ion to the integrals in Eq. (EA2 ) are described in the
following subsections.
E .4 .2 Integra tion of g
Th e integr ation of 9 has t he form :
(EA3)
Substitution of Eqs . (0 .32) and (0 .33) into the above integral gives:
L'-lO;.ii.tds
{ ' p. [(U - ~*)n. + (v - d;~)n,] (EA4)
Writing the int egral in terms or nodal pressures:
[W:o ff ·R.tdS =r p. (un",+ tiny) ds +r p. i: (- d6DJny - craDjn", )PJds
• • • , . , IEA5)
Csing the MAW interp olation scheme for p. and linear int erpolation for th e rema in-
ing variables, the integral is evaluated usin g Simpson 's Ru le.
(EA8 )
(EA, )
E .4 .3 In t egra ti on of i
T he integra tion of 9 takes the form:
L\f· i .rlcds = lM. p (u...· n&+ v...· n, )ds (E.-I6)
In the proposed met hod . th e density is interpo lated by the equat ion of sta te. there-
fore. this term is in effect linearized with respect to pressure , and is evaluated as
follows:
P= "tCC;R(j?)
J"" I J
Th e integral in Eq. (EA6) may be writ ten in terms of nodal pressures as follows:
/."' ; /.M' a [ (CC') ]g . rlk ds = L (ull'l· nr + vm· n,) R T Pi dso 0 J=t J
Using linear interpolation for u"'· and o?" , Eqs. (0 .32) and (0 .33), with avail-
able pressures included in t he pressure grad ients in these equations . tbe integral in
Eq. (E,48) is evalua ted using Simpson's Rule.
E .4 .4 Int egr a ti on of ~
Using available values in all tenns, tbe integrat ion of 9can be writt en as follows:
l M. j . iit ds = l li.p. {um"nr + um·ny)ds (E.-I9)
Applying ).[AW interp olation for de nsity, and linear interpol at ion for tbe mass
conse rving velocities. the integral can be evaluated by Simpson's Rule.
E.4.5 In t egra ti on of ij
Summarizing the las t thr ee subsecti ons . the integral of the mass flux througb control
volume face k can be cas t in the following fonn :
10M• § . n, ds = E:PJ + F t (E.50)
where
E: r [po (-d;;D;n., - d;;Djn.) + (u· ·n . + vm0n,)R (~)1ds
F' /.M' p' [(u _ u·O)n. + (v - . m·) n,J ds (E.5!)
and the integrals in Eq. (E.51) are evaluated using Simpson's Rule.
Appendix F
Assembly of the Discretized
Conservation Equations in the
Proposed Two-Dimensional
CVFEM
F .l Introductio n
The methods used to integr ate the 8uxes of mass , momentum, and energy across
tbe three control volume faces in an element were described in Appendix E. late-
gration of the appropriate source terms was also discussed. These integrated 8uxes
and source terms are used to compile the complete discretized forms of t he integral
conse rva tio n equa tions for a cont rol volume. The appropria te compila tio n of the
final forms of the dtscrenz ed equatioos is presented in this Appendix. T his d is-
cussio n will be present ed in three sections: the lirst sectio n describes the asse mbly
of th e disc retized forms of the x- and y-momen tum equat ions: the second section
conce nt rates on the assembly of the energy equation ; and the third section focuses
on th e compilat ion of tbe continuity equation coefficients .
In t he assembly of th e disc ret ized equat ions, reference is made to t he nomen -
cla tu re in f igs. 3.4 and 3.5 . The polygonal cont rol volume const ruc ted ar ound an
internal node (i .i) in a cal culat ion domai n, and all of th e elements that ar e asso-
ciated with th is cont rol volume ar e shown in Fig . 3.5. Figure 3.4 shows the four
types of eleme nts th at are used in Fig. 3.5, with t he ir correspo nding node numbe r-
ing schemes. T hese four elements result from t he two possible orientat ions of the
diagonal . In these figures. t he numbe r of a cont rol volume face is indicat ed by t he
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norm al vect ors . And t hese norm al vectors are used in t be integrat ion of the fluxes
described in Appendix E.
F .2 Assembly of the Momentum Equations
F.2.1 x- M oment um Equation
For the z-momenrum equation. tbe integral of the B.uxacross a control volume face
k within an element is written as follows in Appendix E:
( [otegratedlluxacross) ~ 1.·\I· j. nds = t Clru (F. l )control volume face k • It; .=1 J J
and th e elemen t cont ribution to the volume integra ti on o f tbe source for the con trol
vol ume around node 1 is given by:
where v~ is t he volume of the element, which is th ree t imes of the volum e of sub-
control volume associa te with node 1, v;,l .
The assembly of the final discreti zed form of the momentum equat ion is done
in an element-by-e lement manner. When each element is conside red separa tely, the
appropria te C~ terms ar e deri -..ed for each node . j , and cont rol volume face. k: this
gives nine CJ terms per element. Wit h reference to tbe node labeling in Fig. 3.5,
new coefficients can be defined in each element tbat simplify tbe assembly of tbe
control ...-olume integral conservation equa tion .
With respect to tbe type 1 and quad 1 element in F ig. 3.4. the following coef-
ficients can be evalua ted when node 1 is node (i. i ), node 2 is node (i + l , j ). and
node 3 is node ( i + l , j + 1):
With respect to node (i, j ):
.4~( i ", ) = A~(iJ)+C~-C~ -S;t (F .3)
·4.~( i "' J = .4.~(;J ) + C~ - Ci (FA )
A:(i",J = .4: (;J ) + c: -C; (F .5)
A~(.''; I = ·-l~,j l + (S~ - i: o:.P...)~ + S: + S~ (F.B)
... "'1
Th e coefficients ap pear on both sides of these equat ions . beca use cont ribu t ions
will also be made from ot her elements . and previous contributio ns must be mai n-
tai ned . T he sou rce- related terms are added to the app ropriate coefficient s to com-
plete th e assembly for node (i .j) in th e type 1 and quad 1 element of Fig . 3 .-1.
Simi lar procedures are used to assemb le th e coefficients at the ot her nodes in the
element .
Wi t h respect to node (i + 1.i) :
'~'?I ,J I = A~( ."' I" J + c~ - ci - S;~ (F.t)
.-t:c.... I ,J) = .-t:Ci I.; 1 + C;- C: (F.8)
·-t:'/.+I,J) = ·-t.:'(, l ..l) + ct - C~ (F.9)
'-\~+l ..l J = .-t~(7+l..l J + (5; - f l V...Pm)-f + S~ + s~ (F .ID)
Wi th respect to node (i + I .i + I ):
..t ~ (i+l ..l ...u = A~('+l.J +t ) + C; - cl - 5;1- (F. ll)
..t~(,+l..l+ l ) = A~(, "' I ..l+1 1 + C~ - C: (F .12)
..I·~'+l,J+ I } = ·-\~/I+ I ..l ...I J + C: - Ci (F .IJ)
, ~ .
·-l~?I ,J ... I ) = ·-\~+ I ,J ... I ) + (s:-~I D:.p.,,) i + s~ + S; (F .I" )
Th e contribution to the coefficient A~( I+ I ,J+ I) is the portion of the net transport of
.r-momentum out of the contro l volum e surrounding node ( i + 1. j + 1). asso ciated
wit h UJ in Fig. 3.4 or tIt +I ,J +1 in Fig . 3.5: th is is calcula ted from the di fferenc e
between the amount t rans ported out over cont rol volume face I in Fig. 3.-1. Cit less
the amount tra nsported in over face 2. Ci. The ot her coefficients are determi ned
by the transport of .r-mcmentum in over cont rol volume face 2 less the a mou nt
transported out over face 1. in Fig. 3 .-1: the portion associ ated with u, is added to
.-t:{....l J+ l ). and t he portion associated with UI is added to .-t:;.+ I ,J'+I ) '
For the type 2 and quad I element of Fig. 3.... the following coefficients can be
evalua ted when node 1 is node (i , j ), nod e 2 is node (i + l , j + 1), and node 3 is
node (i .i + 1):
Wit h respect to node (i. i):
(F .15)
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'-\:; •.;1 = --t:i',J1+ c: -c: (F .16)
.4:(,..1) = ·-1: (i.)1 +C: - C~ (F.17)
.-l:(;", ) = .-l:{;'.;1+ <s:- i: OZ".p.., ):! + 5; + S~ (F. t S)
"''- 1 3
wteh respect to node (i + l.j + 1):
·-l~t l. I,J. 11 = ·-l~( ._ I.J "' I) + C:-CJ - s:¥ (F.19)
..t:e.... I,J . IJ = ·-t:'(.....1"... 1j + C~ - c: (F.20)
'~""1 ';+ 11 = ·~"' l .J + t l + ct - C: ( F. 2 1)
3 ,.
''''''(;'+1';+ 11 = ·-1:(.'+1.)+1) + CS: - f l OZ".p"'>i + S~ + S~ (F.22)
With resp ect to node Ci. j + 1):
(F.30)
(F.26)
(F.23)
(F .24)
(F.25)
(F.27)
(F.28)
(F.29)
.-l.:( i.,J+ t ) = .4.:(i..1+1 1 + c4- C: -5;f
A~(I '; + L I = A~( i,J + 1 1 + C~ - C:
A: (•.j+ 11 = ·-l:{ i.j +11+ CJ - Ci
3 If
·-1:.(;'",+11 = .-l:'(;',,_tj + (,s:- f l D;"p",l j + S~ + S~
For the type I and quad 2 element in Fig. 3.4. the following coefficients ca n be
evraluared when node 1 is node (i + l ,i ), node 2 is nod e ( i .) + I ), and node 3 is
node ( i. j) :
With respec t to node (i + I, ) }:
-~"+1 ...1 = A·~( '+!J l + C~ - c: - S;1-
A:~+ I J J = .-t~":+ lJ I + C~ - Ci
A: {....t"'l = ·~.+IJ) + C: - C~
3 , .
·-l=r.'+ t .; ) = ·-l:(;'+l j j + (s:- f .~mPm) t + s~ + S~
With respect to node (i , j + I ):
.4·~ ( i J + I J = .4.~(ij+ l) + ci - ci - S;t (F.31)
..I. ~( ij+ l) = A~( iJ +l J + C: - C: (F.32)
.4·~( 'J+ 1 1 = ·4.~{i ";+ IJ + CJ - C~ (F.33)
·-l~J+ 1 1 = A :(;'..;+ t l + (s: - i: ~.,.p...)t+ S~ + S~ (F.34)
m o l
With respect to node ( i , j ):
.4~( 1 .'1 = .4~( 'J I + CJ - cl - S;~ (F.35)
A~{IJ ) = '~l i"l + C: - C: (f".36)
.4 : {IJ I = .4 : {IJ ) + C~ - CJ IF.37)
.4~JI = A~.J 1 + ss; - i: 1JZ...Pm)~ + S~ + S~ (F .38)
,"""I 3
For the type 2 and quad 2 elemen t of Fig. 3.4, the following coefficients can be
evaluated when node I is node (i + I,j), node 2 is node (i + I.j + 1). and Dade 3
is node (i ,j + I) :
Wit h respect to node (i + I , i ):
·-l.; (i + IJJ = A;(I+I JI + C: - Cr - s:i (F .39)
.4:(i+ 1J I = ·-t.:e. + t..ll + C: - C; (FAD)
·~~+ I .JI = A:~+ l,j ) + q - C: (FAI )
a ~•
•4~(;'+ 1,J1 = A~+I JJ + (.s: - f ,D~)j + S~ + 5; (F.42)
with respect to node (i + l.j + I ):
.4~( .+ I.J+t J = .4~ ( i+ t .J+ 1 1 + C: - CJ- s:i- (FA3)
·-t:'( i+ I.j +l 1 = A~{ I+ l .j+ ll + CJ - C; (FA4)
·~(.+ 1 .J +11 = ·~'+ 1 .j+ 1I + C: - C: (F.45)
·-1:(.'+ t J + II = A~+ I .J +I I + (oS: - ftOZmPm )t ..,.. S~ + S~ (FAS)
With respect to node (i ,j + 1):
·~'.J +I) = A~(iJ+l 1 + CJ - C: -s:i (F.47)
A:.k,+I J = ·-t:( i.J + 11 + C: - C: (FA 8)
~(i.j+ t) = A:(iJ +l) + Ci- CJ (FA9)
·~.J+ I I = ~.J+ 1 1 + (5; - i: D~'")f + S~ + S~ (F.50)
m.'
When these coefficients have been evaluated and assembled for every element
in the calculati on domain, the final form of t he dlscret laed z-m cment um equation
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for each node is obtained as follows:
A : ( ,.] }U( i .;1 A·~( i'; IU{i+ l.j l + A:(' .; lU [t+I .; + I )
+ .-l:(,.j ) U/iJ+ 1l + ·-l:~.J I U(.-I.]~ 11
+ .-l::'(j J )U(i_I ,j ) + ·-l~{i.;)U(i_ ( .]_ I }
+ ·-l~(j'; lU(i.j_ L ) + A~( •.]) U(i+ I '; _ L)
+ .-l:'(i.j) (F.51)
Comparison of this equa tion with Fig . 3.5 shows that all of the nodes neighbour ing
node (i. j ) make a contribution to the discre t izatio n equation. Equation (F.51) may
be written in the following compact form:
afu; = L:a~u" + bf (F.52)
where the summation is over the eight nodes that are neighbouring node i , or (i, j ),
in Fig . 3.5. The discretized x-momentum equation involves nine u velocity nodes .
Equation (F.51) includes the maximum numbe r of neighbo ur coefficients : for nodes
with less connectio ns, the appropriate coefficients will have value zero .
F .2 .2 y-Moment um Equation
.-\.5d iscussed in Appendix E, the ct terms multiplying the nod al velocities in the
expression for the integrated flux ac ross a control volume face, Eq . (F .I ), are iden-
tical for both the x - and y-momentum equations. This similarity is used during
the comp ute r implementat ion of the proposed method by setting th e appropriate
coefficients in the dlscretlaed y-momentum equation equal to those evalua ted for
t he z-rnomeutum equation. T he coefficients which do not need to be reevalua ted
are .-l~ , A~e , A: , A:w• .4::" A.:w. A: and A:e. The coefficients containing source
or pressure gradient terms , which are uniq ue to the y-momentum equa tion . must
be evalu ated . These coefficients are specified using the same procedures as for the
x-mo ment um equation, and are given by the following expressions. For the type I
quad 1 element of Fig. 3.4, the following coefficients must be evaluated:
With respect to node (i,i) :
.4~(i,j) = A~(i,jl + C~ - C~ - S;~ (F.53)
, V
·4.Wl = A~l + (S~ - ];1D:-Jm)i + 5;+ S~ (F.54 )
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Witb respect to node ( i + l , j ):
·~I+ I ../l = .-I~ ....t J I + C: - CJ - S;1 (F.55)
.-I{:':l.jl = .-I{::LJ J + {5; - f,D~P," lt + s~ + S: (F.56)
With resp ect to node (i + l , j + 1):
·~ ....tJ "'11 = ·~'''' I J. II + C~ - C: -S;f (F.57)
, ,.
.-I:(;'...I../H ) = .-1:(;''''1../+1) + (5; - f ,D~)t + s; + s~ (F.5S)
For the typ e 2 and quad I element of Fig. 3.4 , the following coefficients must
be evalua ted :
W itb resp ect to node (i,j):
A:<'.JI = A~i"'l + C~ - C: - s;i (F.59)
'~,J l = A~,J l + (5; - i;LD~)t + s: + S: (F.60)
Wit h respec t to nod e (i + I , j + 1):
·~'.I.J.l l = A'~'''' I ,,+ l ) + c?- c: -s:i (F.6I )
.4:(;''' 1",'''1) = .-I :r.'~ I ,J ...11 + (5; - i: D'...Pm)~ + S; + 5: (F.62)
.... \ 3
Wi th respect to node (i , j + 1):
.-I~ iJ ...t) = ...1: (1..1+11 + C~ - Ci - S;t (F.63)
·-l:(;'","'11 = ·~J.IJ + (5; - f ,D~...)t + s;+ S~ (F.64)
For the type 1 and quad 2 element of Fig. 3.4. the followin g coefficients must
be e..aluated :
With respec t to node (i + I, i ):
'~i+ IJ) = .4~i"' I "' 1 + C~ - C: - s:i (F.65 )
..t:(7.1",) = ·-t:(.'...IJI + <5;- 1;1 D~)t + s: + S: (F .G6)
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with respect to node (i,) + 1):
·-t:(•.]. tl = A~( ' .J +L l + c; -CJ - S;¥ (F.6T)
c..... _ wn v _..f. 1/ .!:! l 3
·-lv( •.,)+ 1} - Au(.,)+I ) + (5" ~t D mPml 3 + 5" + SI) (F.6S)
With respect to node (i, } ):
.-l~( i.J ) = ...1: (;J ) + C~ - ci - S;t (F.69)
J V.-l~r.J) = .-t~JJ + {S; - fID~Pm)i+S~+ S; (F.TO)
For the type 2 and quad 2 element of Fig. 3.4 , th e following coefficients must
be evaluated:
With respect to node (i + I,} ):
·-l~( i+ IJ) = A~( i+ I .j ) + ct : C~ - 5;1- (F.7l )
, V
A~+I J ) = A~.lJ ) + (5; - ];1 DrnPmlf + S; + S~ (F.72)
With respec t to node (i + l,j + 1):
·4.:( ; +I J + L) = .-t~i+ L.J . L ) + ci - CJ - s;!f (F.73)
3 F-~...I,J ...tl =A~'7+ tJ +t ) + {5; - f l D~m)i + S~ + S~ (F. 74)
With respect to node (i,j + 1):
.-l~( ;J ...1) = .-t~'f '.J+ Il +C~-Ci - S;f (F.75)
3 \/·-l~J+ 11 = A~J+1l + (5; - fl D:..p", li + S~ + 5; (F.76)
Whe n these coefficients have been evaluated and assem bled for every element
in the calcula t ion domain . the final form of the disc reeteed y-momentum equation
for each node is obtained as follows:
A:(i,j j U(i.jJ A~i,j j U(i +I,j) + .-1: (iJ) U(i+I.j+1)
+ ·-t«i,jj U(i,j+l l + A:liJIU(i - I ,J+I)
+ ·-1 ~i .1) U(i -I.1} + A:iiJ}U(i-I.1-1 1
+ ·-1:(i.11 U(i.1 - 11 + A:/i.1} l1(i+IJ-1 1
+ Afr.jj (F .77)
Equa tion (F.i7 ) may be written in the following compact form:
(F.' 8)
where the summation is over the eight nodes tha t are neighbouring node i, or (i.i ).
in Fig. 3.5. The discretized v-momentum equat ion Involves a maxi mum of nine to'
velocity nodes.
F .3 Assembly of the Energy Equation
A5 discussed in Appe ndix E, the coefficients C; are identical for any convection-
d iffusion equat ion . In the computer imp lementation of the proposed method , these
coefficients are set equal to those evaluated for x- and v-moment um equations. The
coefficients which do not need to be reevaluated are Ah ATe,.-tT, AT"' , A·T, AT"', AT
and AT'. The coefficients concerning source or pressu re grad ient term s, which are
unique to the energy equa tion, must be evaluated. These coefficients a re speci fied
using the same proced ures as for t he z- and y-momentum equations. and are given
by t he following express ions: for the type 1 quad 1 element of Fig. 3.4.
With respect to node (i , i) :
·-th •.,) = Ah.",+ c~ - c~ - S;f (F.i9 )
.-t(:7;) = ·~O:::;l + ..!:.!.. (S"I + u.. i: [)%,..p... + 1.'0. i: [)l',.,p... + ~t)
3cp ...= 1 ... ",1
(F .SO)
With respect to node (&+ 1, ) :
Ahi+',J) = ·-lh '+I,J) + C: - CJ -S;t (F.8 l)
A<::I .1) = ·-t('::'\ "l + 3~ (s;+ uo " i: [)%".p...+ to'... i: D~ + ~t)
e" ...= 1 ... = 1
(F.82)
Wit h respect to node (i + l ,i + 1):
AT<i+ I.1+IJ = ·-th + 'J+ i1 + cj - ci - SJ¥ (F.83)
·4.(;:1,, + 1) = ..1.(::1..1+ 1) +~ (S"I + UIIVt D;,p... + VII" i: D~... + ~t)
uo..p ..._ t m= 1
(F.84)
For the type 2 and quad 1 element of Fig. 3.-1, the following coefficients must
be evalua ted :
Wit h respect to node (i. j ):
.4n.,,)= .-lh.,,) + C~ - C: - 5;t (f.SS)
.~~) = .4i:';J+~ (5: +U..f ,lY..,p... + v.,, :f.D~p.,, + oIl,,)
(F .B6)
Wit h respect to node (i + l. j + 1):
.4re.+I,,+I) = ·-In '+I,,+I) + C: - C~ - 5; t (F .87)
Ac:.:1J +I) = .4(:':1" +11+~ (5:+u.. i: I?".p ... + u. .. i: D~...+~e)
Cp .... 1 ...=1
(F.BB)
With respect to node (i.i + 1):
ATciJ + 1) = ATciJ+,)+Ci-c:- S;t (F .89)
A{r;+11 = .4(:";+11+ -3'" (s: + u. .. i: lY..,p... + v. .. i: Dr,.p", + oIle)
Cp ...,., 1 ... =1
(F .90)
For the typ e 1 and quad 2 element of Fig. 3.4, the following coefficients must
be eval uated:
With respect to node (i + l , j ):
·-iTc'+I"1 = ·-lh.+.,J} + cl- C:- S;t (F .91)
A(:':.,,) = An: t,,)+~ (5: + u.. i: lY..,JJm + v.... i: l}l'",p.., + ~e)
Cp .... 1 ...=.
(F.92)
With respect to node (i,i + 1):
ATc'J+I ) = ·-In 'J+t}+ C~ - C4- S; t (F .93)
..1·(:";+1 ) = A(:";+I) +~ (S: + u." 1;1 D~m + v....f. D~", + Ib,,)
(F.9. )
With respect to node (i . j):
.-\h,,,,) = .-tn.J)+C~- Ci - S:~ (F.95)
A(::';J = ·-1C:::l + 3~ (S; + Ua". i: D~...+ Itot' i: D~pm. + ~c)
Cp ...= 1 ...= 1
(F.96)
For the type 2 and quad 2 element of Fig . 3 .01. tbe following coefficients must
be evalu ated :
Wit h respect to node ( i + i ,j):
'-\~(i-+ (J I = ·-\h +IJI + C? - C~ - S; ¥ (F.97)
·-l~IJ) = A'~IJI +~ (Sf + uo" i: D:.,p", + u.." i: D~rn + lI',,)
......,. ",::1 ... ""1
(F. 9S)
W ith respect to cod e (i + l,i + I) :
.-\1-1'+1..1+1) = A'T('+I.)+II + C~ - CJ - S; ~ (F.gg)
·-t(:: lJ +L) = .-tC:: I ,j+11+ 3~ (s; + u.." i: D;.prn + Vol;" t D~m + ~c)
Cp m= 1 m= l
(F.l 00)
With respect to node (i .i + 1):
·-In.,,,... l ) = ·-ln i,j+n + ci - ci - S;t (F . lOl)
A{f.';+l1 = .4.(::;...t ) +~ (s; + u.." i: ~mPm + Uo." i: D~m + lflc)
Cp ",=1 m z l
(F .102)
When these coefficients have been evaluated and assembled for every element in
the calculation domain , tbe final form of the discretized energy equati on for each
node is obtained as follows:
.4 T(i ./ )1(i ,J ) AT(iJ}7(....IJ) + A n i,j }1( , +I ,j +lj
+ A j. (i ,j )T(' ,j +l l + A·ni,j)T(i- I,j+ I)
+ ·4.71i .,rjT( , - I ,j ) + A n i,j l7{i - I ,j - l )
+ ·-ln i,jj7{ i.,r-l} + A li'.1IT[i+I .1- 1J
+ Accr:J (F.l 03)
Equation (F .I03) may be writ ten in the following compact fonn:
(F.104)
where the summation is over the eight nodes tha t are neighbouring node i. or (i. i) ,
in Fig. 3.5. The discretized energy equation, therefore. involves nine tem pera tu re
nodes.
FA Assembly of the Continuity Equation
In Appendix E. the mass flowing across a cont rol volume face k withi n an element
is written as follows:
( Int egrated flux across ) {M. - - d i: E ic _ F iccontrol volume face k = Jo 9 . nlc S = J=l J P, + (F.105)
Equation (F.I 05) for the cont inuity equat ion is similar in form to Eq. (F.i ) for the
.r-momentum equation, therefore , the discretized fonn of the continuity equation
may be assemb led in the same manner as the dlscrenzed mo mentum equa tions.
Since the assembly procedure is similar , only the resulti ng coefficients are presented
here.
With respect to the type 1 and quad 1 element in Fig. 3.4. the following coef-
ficients can be evaluated when node 1 is node (i . i) , node 2 is node (i + 1,) ). and
node 3 is node (i + l . i + 1):
With respect to node (i , i):
A;(iJI = .4~ i ,j) + E~ - E~
'~; .i ) = A';(i,j ) + E~ - E;
..t;'(;,jJ = .4 ; (iJ J + E~ - Ei
AW)= AW l + F J - F 2
With respect to node (i + l .i):
~(i+ 1J J = A;(i+l,J ) + E~ - EJ
.4~;+IJ ) = A~i+ 1J ) + EJ - Ei
A:(i+(J ) = A;( i+1J l + E: - E :
.4~lJ} = A~I,J ) + F 1 - F J
(F .106)
(F.107)
(F.108)
(F.109)
(F .lIO )
(F.lll)
(F.l12 )
(F .1I3)
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With respect to node (i + I,) + 1):
.-l.~( a+l.)";' I ) = --I; (i..;.I.J+1 ) + E~ - E;
·-\~(i+I.J ..;.t) = '-\;(.+1 ..1+1) + EJ - Ei
--\~ +IJ+t ) = ·-l;~+ t.J+t ) + El- E}
.-l.ci'.:\.j + t) = .4 (f.: IJ+1) + F 2 - F 1
(F. 1l 4)
(F. 1l 5)
(F. 1l 6)
(F. 1l 7)
for the type 2 and quad 1 element of Fig. 3.4, the following coefficients can be
evaluated when node 1 is node (i,}), node 2 is node (i + I , ) + 1), and node 3 is
node (i,j + I ):
With respect to node (i, j ):
.4.~{iJ ) = '~('J) + El - E~
.-l.;{iJ ) = .-t;('J ) + Ei- Ei
.-l.~ i.) = -4;(iJ ) + E~ - Ei
.-\c::;) = .4l'r;) + F 3 - F 2
With respect to node (i + L ) + 1):
.4~(i+l.)+I ) = ·-t;(i+ l J H) + Eg - Ei
A;(I+I J +I ) = ·4.;(.+1.)+ 1) + EJ - E~
.4;~+IJ+I ) :: A;~+I.j+I ) + E} - E~
.4(f:t<1+ I) = .4C~ I .)+ 1) + F 1 - F3
With respect to node (i , j + I ):
A'~'.) + lJ = .-l. ~i<1 + 1 1 + E~ - Ei
.4; ('J + 1) = .4 ;( i<1+I) + El - Et
.4 ; (i.j +1) = A~i.j+l ) + Ei- Ei
.-l.W+I) = .4cr;+ 1) + F 2 _ F L
(F.1l8)
(F. 1l 9)
(F.120)
(F.121)
(F .122)
(F. 123)
(F.124)
(F.125)
(F.126)
(F. 127)
(F.128)
(F.129)
For the type 1 and quad 2 element in Fig. 3.4, the following coefficients can be
evaluated when node 1 is node (i + 1,j) , node 2 is node (i,j + 1), and node 3 is
node (i , j ):
With respect to node (1+ l . j) :
A~'+I J ) = A;('+ l .j ) + El - E~ (F.130)
A.:~+I J ) = o4';(':+ IJ ) + Ei - Ei
.4;(.+I J ) = A ;{' + IJ ) + E~ - E;
'-\~IJ) = .-\f:'~\ .J ) + F 3 - F 2
With respect to node (i .j + I):
'~iJ+ll = ·-\~( ',j+I ) + Ei - E~
.-\;( iJ+ I) = '-\ ;(' ,j +I ) + E:- E~
A ;( iJ+l) = --l~i ,j + I ) + £4- E;
.-l(C+ll = Aff.;+I) + F 1 - F 3
With respect to node (i, j ):
.-\~( ' J ) = '~(;,j) + £~ - Ei
.4.; (i .; ) = A;(,,j l + sf - E:
A: (i,j ) = ..1'; (;,j ) + Ei - Ei
AWl = .4W)+F2 -F1
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(F.131)
(F. 132)
(F. 133)
(F.134)
(F.135)
(F .136)
(F .137)
(F.138)
(F. 139)
(F.140)
(F. 141)
For the type 2 and quad 2 element of Fig. 3.4, the foUowing coefficients can be
evaluated when node 1 is node (i + l,j), node 2 is node (i + l , i + 1), and node 3
is node (i, i + 1):
With respect to node (i + l , j ):
A~(i+I ..i ) = .-J.;(i+ 1J ) + E~ - sf
_4.~'+ (J ) = ·-\;( .~l ,j l + Ei - Ei
.4;~H,j ) = A;~+l,j ) + E~ - Ei
A~IJ) = Afi'.: 'J) + F 3 - F2
With respect to node (i + l,j + 1):
A~(i+ lJ+' ) = A~i+ I J+ I ) + Ei- Ei
·-t;'(i+l ..i+ l) = A;{'+ I..i+ I) + Ej - ~
.4.;(, + I..i+ l ) = .4.; (. + I..i+I ) + Et - Ef
A~I..i + l l = A(:'~\..i+ l ) + F' - F3
(F.142)
(F.143)
(F.144)
(F.145)
(F .146)
(F .147)
(F .148)
(F.149)
lOU
With resp ect to node (i,j + 1):
·-l~( i,J+ t) = A'~i,J"' !) + E~ - Ei
.4; (i,J+1) = ·-l.;CiJ+ l) + E'f - Et
'~(' ,J + 11 = ..1:('..1+1 ) + E~ - EJ
.-1(:::;+1) = .-lW+l } + F2 - F '
(F .150)
(F .151)
(F .152 )
(F .153)
When these coefficient s ha ve been evaluated and assembled for every element
in the calculat ion domain , the final fonn of the discretized continuity equa tion for
each node is obtained as follows :
·-t;(iJ)P(iJ) .-t;(i,j}P (i+1 J I + A;c' J1P(,+ IJ+ l )
+ ~;JJP{i ,J+ t ) + A;c~J)P(i-tJ+ I )
+ -~;J)P(i- I J ) + A;~J )P( i- 1J- I )
+ '~( iJ)P( iJ - l l + A~(iJ)P(i+lJ- ()
+ AW l (F.IS')
Compari son of Eq. (F.154) with Fig. 3.5 shows that all of the nodes neighbouring
node (i, i) make a contribution to the discr etizat ioo equat ion. Equation (F.154)
may be written in the following compact form:
afpi = L a~..+ fI/ (F. 155)
where the summa tion is over t he eigh t nodes that are neighbour ing node i , or (i , j ),
in Fig. 3.5 . The discretized contin uity equation. therefore, involves nine pressu re
nodes. Equation (F .154) includes th e maximum numbe r of neighbour coefficients :
for nodes with less connections. the appropriate coefficients will have value zero.




